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How can an existing stadium and its urban environment become more
incorporation of different programmes?

interactive through the

Abstract

When it comes to stadiums, the difference between lifeless architecture
and lively architecture is blurred. Generally, lifeless architecture can
be described as abandoned, boring, and dull, while lively architecture
associates itself with atmosphere, energy, and interaction. Stadiums can
be both. They can provide unparalleled entertainment to thousands
of people, but instead, they sit idle and empty for the majority of the
time. This is not a new issue, but it has been getting progressively worse
and the most common solution is to build a new stadium entirely. The
positive to this solution is the advancements in technology that allow
these new stadiums to be purpose-built to adhere to all the public’s
needs. The negative is that more and more existing stadiums are left
to rot, despite being landmarks that define a city’s sporting culture and
history. It is important that architects continue to look for more beneficial
solutions to ensure that the problem does not continue to grow, and the
significance of these buildings is recognized and enhanced.
Populous and Aurecon Group are world-leaders in sports architecture,
and they believe multi-functionality and a cohesive relationship with
the urban environment are key factors towards improving stadium
architecture, new or existing. They also believe that the consideration of
what happens before and after events is just as relevant as it’s intended
function. From this, the research question for the project was formed:
How can an existing stadium and its urban environment become more
interactive through the incorporation of different programmes?
The outcome of the project aims to transform an existing stadium and its
urban environment from lifeless to lively. Physical and visual connections
will be developed from the chosen programmes to ensure there is
constant and frequent interaction, while also ensuring the site becomes
a more functional part of the urban environment.

The site selection process is crucial because it will determine the
plausibility of the project. Four potential sites will be identified and
factors such as planned developments, unitary plan restrictions, and
size and available space will help to establish the most suitable site.
Furthermore, the programme analysis will also be important to determine
what programmes will make a significant impact to the chosen site
and its urban environment. Urban design theories of Kevin Lynch and
Gordon Cullen will be used in the site analysis stage to create a deeper
understanding of the site and its context. They will continue to be used
throughout the design stages of the project as well to help develop a
master plan and identify areas of improvement.
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1. Introduction
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1.1 Background
The trend of stadium design is becoming increasingly multi-purpose
orientated to maximise the usage of the architecture. Too often,
stadiums are left as empty shells that offer nothing to the community
or urban environment outside of their singular function. These large
structures act as landmarks for a city or country’s sporting heritage, yet
they attract minimal interaction regularly.1 The reality is that stadiums are
lifeless architecture.
This is even more apparent in New Zealand, where stadiums feel empty
during major events as well. Large capacity venues are used to host
relatively small teams, and as a result, the match-day atmosphere
is underwhelming. For example, the Wellington Phoenix (football)
averaged a home attendance at Wellington Regional Stadium of 8,533
for the 2018/2019 season, which equates to less than one-quarter of
the stadium’s total capacity.2 Similarly, Eden park can host up to 50,000
people for any event, yet the Auckland Blues (rugby union) recorded a
season-low home attendance of 5,000 in 2018.3
A brand-new Auckland waterfront stadium has been mooted as a solution
to New Zealand’s stadium problem, but there is nothing to suggest this
new stadium would not suffer the same fate. Furthermore, it would mean
the end for Eden Park and the downgrade of Rarotonga Mount Smart
Stadium to a high-performance training facility.4 Both these stadiums
have made key contributions to New Zealand’s sporting heritage by
hosting major international events such as the Commonwealth Games,
and multiple World Cups across different sports. The issue is not
whether New Zealand has the capabilities to host such events, rather it
is the fact these stadiums are not as attractive as they once were. This
is reinforced by the fact that the excitement of watching a live event is
no longer enough to persuade fans to leave their couches. Constant
developments of technology mean viewers have everything they need
at home with the touch of a button. Consequently, stadiums are faced
with the challenge of becoming more interactive to provide unique
1.

2.

3.

4.

“The design of world-leading sports stadia,” Aurecon, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.
aurecongroup.com/thinking/insights/world-leading-sports-stadia/the-design-of-world-leadingsports-stadia.
“Statistics,” Ultimate A-League, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.ultimatealeague.com/
records.php?type=att&season=2018-19.
“List of 2018 Super Rugby matches,” Wikipedia, accessed October 27, 2020, https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/List_of_2018_Super_Rugby_matches#cite_note-178.
“Venue Development Strategy,” Regional Facilities Auckland, published May 4, 2018, https://
ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/media/19081/auckland-stadiums-venue-developmentstrategy.pdf.

experiences that fans cannot get elsewhere.5
The improvement of the match-day experience is obviously important,
but more consideration needs to be given to what happens after
the event. From a status point of view, these buildings are the focal
points of an urban landscape. Whereas from a practical point of view,
these buildings are dysfunctional and underutilized. The requirement
nowadays is for stadiums to be more like the former and operate as
social hubs that enhance their communities and provide more usable
and accessible facilities. This would be easier to achieve when designing
a new stadium since aspects like accessibility, adaptability, and utilization
can all be integrated into the initial design. The same cannot be said
for poorly designed existing stadiums. In this case, is it still possible
for an existing stadium to be successfully redeveloped, or do modern
requirements surpass the need for these stadiums altogether?

1.2 Research Question
How can an existing stadium and its urban environment become more
interactive through the incorporation of different programmes?

5.

Aurecon, “The design of world-leading sports stadia.
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1.3 Project Outline

1.4 Aims and Objectives

The purpose of this project is the redevelopment of an existing stadium
and its urban environment with the aim to increase physical and visual
interaction with the architecture. A brief site analysis of four New
Zealand stadiums will be done to determine the most plausible site for
this project. Once a site has been selected, further analysis will be done
to determine the appropriate programmes to integrate into the master
plan. These programmes could include commercial, corporate, civic,
educational, and public transport.

Stadiums can be described as lifeless architecture because they do
not function outside of major events. These events occur occasionally
and for the remainder of the time stadiums are left as empty concrete
masses. New Zealand stadiums are especially problematic because they
suffer from the issue of feeling empty during the events as well. As a
result, this research project aims to increase the amount of interaction
within an existing stadium and its urban environment to transform it
from lifeless to lively architecture.
The site selection process is an important factor towards achieving
the aims of the project because the final design needs to enhance the
existing urban environment. It cannot depend on external factors to aid
its cause. For example, the selection of a site in an area that is already
undergoing major redevelopments would not be plausible because any
improvement may not be a result of the design outcome. Programme
selection is what will ultimately increase the amount of interaction with
the site, so considerations need to be made to determine what the most
appropriate programmes are. To successfully create a multi-functional
social hub, each programme needs to be fully accessible to the public
and provide something that the community does not already have.
Another aim of the project is to increase the longevity of existing stadiums.
With the constant development of technology and advancements in the
field, councils and owners are prioritizing new designs. Historic stadiums
are then left to decay and become even more dysfunctional pieces of
their urban landscape. By redeveloping these stadiums to meet modern
requirements, it can ensure the stadium’s sporting heritage is maintained
and can continue to grow.
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1.5 Scope and Limitations

1.6 State of Knowledge

This project is about the redevelopment of an existing New Zealand
stadium and its urban environment. It is not about designing a brandnew stadium.

To understand the current state of stadium architecture, some of the key
issues have been identified. The development of technology, approach
to design, and site restrictions have all negatively impacted the ability
for existing stadiums to operate to their full potential. Fans can now
create a better experience from the comfort of their own homes, leaving
stadiums to find a way to become as attractive as they once were.

The first limitation is the approach and scale of the project. To develop a
successful outcome, the main approach must revolve around the master
planning of the site. This drawing will be the most important as it will
give the best representation of the final design. There is also potential
to develop the master plan further to create diagrams that explain the
design decisions. In conjunction with the scale of the project, this could
result in a less extensive level of detail. To compensate for this, a few
important aspects of the design will be highlighted and detailed further.
One challenge for the project is the aspect of interaction because there
is no clear definition of how much interaction will result in a successful
outcome. In theory, it would be possible to collect data after the
completion of the project. An increase in average stadium capacity,
jobs created, or sales, could all indicate more interaction has been
successfully implemented. However, since this project is hypothetical, it
is not possible. For this project, the aspect of interaction will be split into
sub-categories such as accessibility, adaptability, legibility, permeability,
and usability, to determine the level of success. The final design will
be compared to the existing site using these categories to determine
whether there has been a sufficient increase in interaction.
Another limitation of the project is the current global pandemic. Due
to the restrictions in New Zealand, it could potentially disrupt parts
of the research process. A particular concern is the ability to visit the
site. As part of the site selection and site analysis processes, it would
be ideal to be able to observe the site during and after events. These
observations could potentially be important factors towards making the
correct design decisions, and without them, a decision may need to be
made with insufficient information.

Two main approaches have been identified by leading sports architecture
firms, Populous and Aurecon Group, as solutions to the current issues.
The approach from Populous is centred around technology and how it
can be used to enhance the match-day experience. Whereas Aurecon
Group centres their approach around the architecture becoming more
adaptable and functional. The outcomes to both approaches suggest
that modern stadiums can no longer rely on their singular function
and need to become multi-functional. Unfortunately, the size of the
intervention required is not feasible for most existing stadiums and new
stadiums are being designed instead.
Further justification for building new stadiums is the dysfunctional
relationship between a stadium and its urban environment. They tend
to be independent objects that offer nothing outside of the main
event, and Martin Wimmer believes that architects need to prioritize
this relationship to create a more functional and interactive urban
environment. This can be achieved by using the urban design theories
of Kevin Lynch and Gordon Cullen. Lynch’s five elements and Cullen’s
serial vision drawings are effective tools to help analyse the current
context and identify areas of improvement. They will be most useful in
the early stages of the project but can be used throughout to ensure the
aims of the project are being met.
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1.7 Design Methodology
The site selection process will be completed as a comparative site
analysis of four stadiums in New Zealand: Eden Park, Rarotonga Mount
Smart, North Harbour Stadium, and Wellington Regional Stadium.
A brief background on each site is required to understand its history
and context. The analysis will identify a list of programmes, the size
and available space of the site, and public transport connections and
accessibility. Once all the information is collected, a comparative table
will be made to identify the most plausible site for the project.
The urban design principles of Kevin Lynch will be used to analyse the
wider site context and create an understanding of the urban landscape
through a series of diagrams. These principles will also be used in the
next step of analysis in conjunction with Gordon Cullen’s urban design
theories to form a direct site analysis. Diagrams and serial vision drawings
will be used to help understand the relationship between the site and its
urban environment. Additionally, a background and an in-depth analysis
of the site restrictions will also be completed.
The programme selection process will be split into four stages:
1. Existing Site: Identify the existing programmes on-site and
determine what is kept, redeveloped, and removed.
2. Potential Programmes: Identify potential programmes that
could increase interaction with the stadium and its urban
environment.
3. Context: Analyse the urban environment to determine the
most relevant and plausible programmes.
4. Final Programme Selection: Identify the chosen programmes
and detail how they will be able to enhance the stadium and
its urban environment.

It is important to continuously revisit each stage throughout the process
to ensure the final programme selection is plausible and can lead to a
successful design outcome.
Once the programme selection process is complete, the master
planning phase will begin. Urban design theories will continue to be
used throughout the design stages to help develop the master plan
and to ensure the research question is being fulfilled at every stage. The
master plan will be crucial to the research project as it will be the best
representation of the final design outcome.

ART ON

2. State of Knowledge
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2.1 Introduction
Stadiums are iconic architecture that symbolises the sporting history and
culture of a city, region, or country. Their primary function is to host
large events where thousands of people from different communities
and cultures come together to celebrate and experience a high level
of entertainment and drama. However, the ability for existing stadiums
to fulfil this intended purpose is becoming increasingly difficult due
to modern requirements and restrictions. As a result, new multipurpose stadiums are being designed, and existing stadiums are being
overlooked.

2.2 Issues within Stadium Architecture
The first major issue with stadiums is the constant development of
technology and the challenges faced trying to incorporate it into existing
stadiums. The appeal of watching a live event is no longer enough.
Improved broadcasting technology gives fans access to features such
as commentary, interviews, multiple camera angles, and statistics, with
the incorporation of augmented/virtual reality also imminent.6 When
considering these features are accessible from home, stadiums need to
go above and beyond to create unique experiences that persuade fans
to come to the stadium instead.7 However, this can be problematic for
existing stadiums as they are not purpose-built to adapt to such change.
A major architectural and financial intervention would be required to
develop the stadium to the necessary standard but concerns over the
longevity of the architecture beg the question of whether it is a sensible
investment.8

role a stadium can play before and after events as well.9 According to the
world-leading sports architecture firm, Populous, “a whole new range of
opportunities are being opened up to enable fans to interact with venues
in more ways than just the traditional physical visit to the building.”10 This
is being achieved by incorporating different programmes into stadiums
and better connecting the architecture with its urban environment. The
change in approach has the potential to drastically increase the usability
and accessibility of stadiums, and it is being seen in more and more new
designs. On the other hand, existing stadiums are being overlooked as
poor designs present too many challenges to justify a redevelopment of
that magnitude.11
Stadium architecture also suffers from the limitations imposed by
council plans. These restrictions vary for each stadium depending on the
location, but they ultimately limit the potential for stadiums to operate
more frequently. As a result, they are unable to fulfil their primary
function and instead sit idle and empty for most of the time. These
restrictions are major factors in the site selection process for new builds
and can also have a big influence on the feasibility of redeveloping an
existing stadium. An example of this is Eden Park in Auckland, New
Zealand. The Auckland Unitary Plan limits the stadium to no more
than 25 night-time events in any 12-month period due to lighting and
capacity restrictions.12 Furthermore, these events may not take place on
a Sunday, and there can be no more than four occurrences within a 35
day period.13 These limitations significantly impact the potential usage
of the stadium and highlight why a new waterfront stadium is preferred
to the redevelopment of Eden Park.14

Another issue with stadiums that are slowly being rectified is the singleminded approach towards designing. Stadiums have traditionally been
inward-focused structures that are only concerned with what happens
during the event. Nowadays, the trend points towards identifying what
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

“The stadium experience: Keeping sports fans engaged – and loyal,” Deloitte, accessed October
27, 2020, https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/technology-mediatelecommunications/us-tmt-stadium-experience-keeping-sports-fans-engaged-loyal.pdf.
Aurecon, “The design of world-leading sports stadia.”
“A Blueprint for Successful Stadium Development,” KMPG Sports Advisory, accessed October
27, 2020, https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2013/11/blueprint-successful-stadiumdevelopment.pdf.
Aurecon, “The design of world-leading sports stadia.”
Tom Jones, “The Stadium of Tomorrow,” Populous, published March 6, 2019, https://populous.
com/the-stadium-of-tomorrow.

11.
12.

13.
14.

Jones, “The Stadium of Tomorrow.”
“Eden Park Precinct,” Auckland Council, accessed October 27, 2020, https://unitaryplan.
aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Auckland%20Unitary%20Plan%20Operative/Chapter%20I%20
Precincts/3.%20Central/I310%20Eden%20Park%20Precinct.pdf.
Auckland Council, “Eden Park Precinct.”
Todd Niall, “Auckland waterfront stadium projected cost rises to $2.4 billion,” Stuff, published
September 25, 2019, https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/116037094/auckland-waterfront-stadiumprojected-cost-rises-to-24-billion.
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2.3 Multi-Functional Stadium Architecture
Sports architecture firm, Populous, is specifically interested in how
technology can and is already changing the future of stadium
architecture. They believe that “architects need to be able to respond to
the transition in fans from just being spectators at events to being active
participants in the match-day environment.”15 Through a combination
of this fan-first approach and advanced technology, they can design
multi-purpose venues that optimize the spectator experience while also
commercializing the architecture. Populous use the example of one
of their most recent stadium designs, Tottenham Hotspur Stadium, to
explain some of the key features that help achieve this.16 The stadium
utilizes visual reality to boost ticket sales by offering 3D walk-throughs
and the ability to view each seat in its 360-degree environment.17
Furthermore, the stadium includes a 65m bar with its own microbrewery to provide a better match-day hospitality experience. The bar
and brewery are also accessible outside of match-days which increases
the usage of the architecture.18

only useful for increasing the capacity and does not help some stadiums
that suffer from thousands of empty seats.
Other ways to increase the adaptability and functionality of a stadium
are highlighted by Martin Wimmer in his book, Stadium Buildings. He
first mentions transformable roofs and how they are “key elements of
the new-generation stadium” that help to maintain fields properly and
efficiently.22 Retractable fields are also new features of a stadium that
help with field maintenance, but more importantly, they can transform a
stadium from a football field to a concert hall in a matter of minutes.23 This
form of approach is function-first, as opposed to the fan-first approach
that Populous designs by. However, both approaches ultimately end
up benefiting the spectator. Adaptable capacity and retractable roofs
provide comfort to fans and can enhance the match-day atmosphere,
while the retractable fields increase the potential for more events.

Aurecon Group also has a similar approach to Populous when it comes
to designing new stadiums, however, they seem to put more emphasis
on the adaptability and functionality of the architecture. While the
incorporation of different programmes is still important to improve the
spectator experience, they believe that flexibility within the structure
is a priority.19 Most stadiums nowadays are no longer purpose-built
for one sport, as modern requirements demand stadiums to be able
to accommodate many different events. Often these events vary from
week to week, so a stadium needs to be able to adapt quickly.20 Aurecon
use the RAC Arena in Australia as an example of a venue that can adapt
its seating capacity depending on the event. They explain that the
venue uses curtains to close off the upper tiers of seating during smaller
events to create a “cosier ambience.”21 This idea can be incorporated
into existing stadiums rather easily through temporary seating but it will
often feel disconnected from the rest of the stadium. Furthermore, it is

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

Jones, “The Stadium of Tomorrow.”
Jones, “The Stadium of Tomorrow.”
Jones, “The Stadium of Tomorrow.”
“The New Tottenham Hotspur Stadium,” Populous, accessed October 27, 2020, https://populous.
com/project/tottenham-hotspur-football-club.
Aurecon, “The design of world-leading sports stadia.”
Aurecon, “The design of world-leading sports stadia.”
Aurecon, “The design of world-leading sports stadia.”
Martin Wimmer, Construction Design Manual – Stadium Buildings (Berlin: DOM Publishers, 2016),
15.

Figure 1 - Tottenham Hotspur Stadium retractable pitch (Image by Populous)

23.

Wimmer, Construction Design Manual – Stadium Buildings, 16.
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2.4 Stadiums and their Urban Environment
One of the most important trends in stadium architecture begins with
the question: what happens before and after the event? Populous
believes that stadiums are “standalone objects that only come to life on
match day” and as a result, it is becoming more and more important for
architects to understand the relationship between the architecture and
its urban environment.24 One keyword that can be used to understand
and create relationships between the architecture and its surroundings is
interaction. It helps to analyse existing and proposed aspects of design
and determine whether there is a successful or unsuccessful relationship.
It also helps to understand that these relationships are not just physical,
they are visual as well.
Martin Wimmer believes that examples which show strong physical and
visual links with their urban surroundings “make it clear that modern
sports structures should, above all, play a role in creating a multifunctional urban environment around themselves.”25 One example that
shows strong physical connections between the inside and outside of
the stadium can be seen in the new riverside stand development of
Craven Cottage that is currently under construction. A riverside walkway
is being created to better link the stadium to the Thames and provide a
continuation of the Thames Path. The walkway will be activated by food
stalls that are accessible from the outside and inside, bringing more
interaction to the architecture.26 However, as mentioned previously, the
relationships are not always physical and Carles Broto has identified an
example of a stadium that visually responds to its urban environment
called the Lasesarre Soccer Stadium.27 The entire façade of the stadium
is made up of lights and patterns that represent sunlight entering a
forest, which is significant because it is a reference to the forest next
door to the stadium. He explains that this visual relationship allows users
to “imagine other uses, based on the idea that a stadium is not just for
sports.”28

24.
25.
26.

27.
28.

Jones, “The Stadium of Tomorrow.”
Wimmer, Construction Design Manual – Stadium Buildings, 14.
“Fulham FC Riverside Stand,” Populous, accessed October 28, 2020, https://populous.com/
project/fulham-fc-riverside-stand-redevelopment.
Carles Broto, architecture on SPORTS facilities (China: Arian Mostaedi, 2005), 8.
Broto, architecture on SPORTS facilities, 8.

Figure 2 - Riverside Stand Development (Image by Populous)

Figure 3 - Lasesarre Soccer Stadium (Image by Roland Halbe)
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When analysing the relationships between a stadium and its surroundings
it is important to also consider urban design principles and theories. In
the text, The Image of the City, Kevin Lynch describes five elements
that he uses to form an understanding of a city. These are paths, edges,
districts, nodes, and landmarks.29 Lynch describes paths as the channels
that people move along throughout the city which usually consists of
walkways and roads. Edges can be described as the boundaries of the
urban landscape, although they are not necessarily barriers. They can
be identified as places where there is a break in continuity. Districts
are the areas of which you feel like you are inside. These areas may be
defined by the paths and edges of the urban landscape, the typology
of the buildings, or pre-existing zones such as suburbs. Nodes are
mainly the intersections and junctions of the city. Lynch describes them
as the points where paths intersect and where edges and boundaries
are crossed. The fifth element is landmarks and can be identified as
physical objects in the urban landscape that create a sense of place and
help with wayfinding. These objects can vary in scale being as large as
mountains and buildings or being as small as a signpost.30 These five
elements will be particularly useful in the site analysis stage to create
an understanding of how the chosen site currently interacts with its
urban environment. It will also be important to continually refer to these
elements throughout other stages of the project to determine whether
the aims and objectives of the project are being achieved.
Serial vision drawings are also effective ways to create a better
understanding of a city or an urban landscape. Gordon Cullen
explains these drawings in his book, The Concise Townscape, saying
that the drawings are supposed to “manipulate the elements of the
town so that an impact on emotion is achieved.”31 He states that the
human mind reacts to contrast and we experience this while moving
throughout spaces. We may be moving at a constant speed, but the
views change rapidly. These black and white drawings stimulate the

29.
30.
31.

32.

Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1960).
Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City.
Gordon Cullen, The Concise Townscape, Paperback Edition 1971 (Great Britain: The Architectural
Press, 1996), 9.
Gordon Cullen, The Concise Townscape, 9.

contrast and capture the points in which the view changes to help create
a better understanding of the space.32 Connections can be made here
between Kevin Lynch’s five elements and Gordon Cullen’s serial vision
drawings. The locations of the drawings are like the points that would
be considered nodes by Kevin Lynch, and combining them could lead
to an even deeper understanding. Rather than mentally identifying a
node or plotting it on a map, the serial vision drawings go a step further
and capture the image of the node. Like Kevin Lynch’s five elements,
these drawings will be particularly useful in the site analysis stage of the
project. The use of these drawings at the latter stages of the project
could also be beneficial to show the final design relationship between
the site and its urban environment compared to the existing site.

Figure 4 - Serial vision drawing (Image by Author)
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2.5 Phase Findings
The current issues in stadium architecture require architects to rethink
their approach to design and consider what is happening outside of
the main event. Increasing the multi-functionality of a stadium and
integrating it into the urban environment are two effective solutions
that can easily be incorporated into the design of a new stadium. For
existing stadiums, it is not that simple. The challenges presented are
extensive, but the consequences of not making any intervention would
mean the existing stadium remains as an empty obstruction to the urban
landscape, or an important piece of sporting heritage is lost. Urban
design theories of Kevin Lynch and Gordon Cullen can be used to help
analyse the existing stadiums to create a complete understanding of its
current context. Furthermore, they will help to identify what areas of the
stadium and its surrounding environment need to be developed further
for the stadium to meet modern requirements.

ART ON

3. Site Selection
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3.1 Eden Park
Eden Park is Auckland’s premier sports ground. It has hosted some of
the largest sporting events in New Zealand history, most notably the
1987 and 2011 Rugby World Cups, and the 1992 and 2015 Cricket
World Cups. The idea of Eden Park was formed in 1902 and started as
an empty paddock. It became home to Auckland Cricket in 1910 and
officially home to Auckland Rugby Union in 1925.33 Due to the success of
New Zealand Rugby at the time, the first permanent stand was erected
at Eden Park in the 1920s and further developed in the 1930s.34 Until
the beginning of the 1950 British Empire Games, the western side of the
ground remained empty. A temporary stand was built for the event and
in 1956 a second permanent stand was constructed in its place.35 The
most recent major redevelopment to Eden Park began in 2008. Jasmax
and Populous worked together to improve Eden Park in anticipation
of the 2011 Rugby World Cup.36 They aimed to increase the seating
capacity from 45,000 to 60,000 (50,000 without temporary seating) and
develop cohesive public transport access to the stadium. As a result, a
new South Stand was built, temporary seating was added to the East and
West Stands, and surrounding bus and train facilities were improved.37
Speculation has been growing over the past few years that a new
waterfront stadium could be a possibility as opposed to redeveloping
Eden Park further. Auckland Mayor Phil Goff said, “it would cost up to
$1.5 billion to build a new stadium in the city and $800 million to bring
Eden Park up to international standards.”38 Although redeveloping Eden
Park would be more cost-effective, the Auckland Unitary Plan restrictions
mean it would be difficult to raise the stadium’s standard any higher. It is
only able to host a maximum of 25 night-events in any 12-month period
due to lighting restrictions.39 Other important restrictions for Eden Park
include: no night time events are to be scheduled on a Sunday, only six
major non-sporting events can be held in any 12-month period, and any
temporary structures cannot be present for longer than a period of 90
days.40

33.
34.

35.

36.

37.

“Our Park,” Eden Park, accessed October 27, 2020, https://edenpark.co.nz/about-eden-park/.
Jock Phillips, “Sports venues – Development of the major stadiums, 1920 to 1990,” Te Ara –
the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, published September 5, 2013, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/
sports-venues/page-2.
Joanne Graves, “Eden Park,” Heritage et AL, published January 27, 2015, http://heritageetal.
blogspot.com/2015/01/eden-park.html.
“Eden Park Redevelopment,” Fletcher Construction, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.
fletcherconstruction.co.nz/projects/community/eden-park-redevelopment.
Fletcher Construction, “Eden Park Redevelopment.”

List of Programmes:
• North, South, East, West Stands
• Main field
• Secondary field
• Bus hub
• Train station
• Food and beverage outlets

Figure 5 - Eden Park Stadium (Image by Jasmax)

38.

39.
40.

Danielle Client, “New Auckland stadium pricier than Eden Park rebuild, but favoured option,”
Stuff, published May 19, 2018, https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/104045728/new-aucklandstadium-pricier-than-eden-park-rebuild-but-favoured-option.
Auckland Council, “Eden Park Precinct.”
Auckland Council, “Eden Park Precinct.”
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Size and Available Space
The size of the Eden Park site is 96,172m2 with a perimeter of 1,337.5m.
Excluding the existing facilities such as the grandstands, secondary field,
and pavilions, there is roughly 26,087m2 of available space to be used
for designing. This equates to 27% of the total site area. However, most
of this available space is used for parking, transportation, and concourse
which would all need to be included in the final design. Therefore, the
available space is much smaller, and any redevelopment would most
likely be an intervention into the existing stadium itself.
Public Transport and Accessibility
As part of the 2011 Eden Park redevelopment, a designated bus hub
was included on the south-western side of the site. The idea was to
direct people away from the residential area and improve public
transport access from the stadium.41 The Kingsland Train Station is
also within walking distance of the stadium. There is no designated
public parking on site which means the public park in the surrounding
residential streets. However, the immediately surrounding streets are
closed off during large events which can lead to walking times of more
than 20 minutes. Outside of special events, there is restricted access
to the stadium for the public. Stadium tours are available and operate
on a Thursday and Friday at 4:00 pm, and during the weekend at 2:00
pm. The tours run for approximately 90 minutes each.42 To attract more
people to the stadium, Eden Park launched a new experience in 2019
called “Staydium Glamping.”43 Guests can pay to stay the night in a
dome overlooking the main field. These domes include a queen-sized
bed, free WI-FI, premium appliances and furniture, and a complimentary
tour of Eden Park. The experience costs $250 for non-game days and
is also available for game days where guests will receive tickets to the
event.44 Game-day prices are considerably more expensive though, with
bookings potential exceeding $2000.45
41.
42.

43.

44.
45.

“Eden park,” Populous, accessed October 27, 2020, https://populous.com/project/eden-park.
“Tours at Eden Park,” Eden Park, accessed October 27, 2020, https://edenpark.co.nz/
experience/tours/.
“Staydium Glamping,” Eden Park, accessed 27 October, 2020, https://edenpark.co.nz/
experience/staydium-glamping/.
Eden Park, “Staydium Glamping.”
“Eden Park claims first with Airbnb in-stadium glamping domes,” TheStadiumBusiness,
published July 24, 2019, https://www.thestadiumbusiness.com/2019/07/24/eden-park-claimsfirst-airbnb-stadium-glamping-domes/.

Figure 6 - Diagram of Available Space (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)

Figure 7 - Diagram of Accessibility (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)
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3.2 Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium
Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium is built on a former volcano in the heart
of the industrial suburb of Penrose.46 In the mid-eighteen hundreds,
work began on removing the volcanic cone which left the site as a large
quarry. The site was transformed into Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium
in 1967.47 In preparation for the 1990 Commonwealth Games, the
athletics facilities were upgraded and temporary seating was installed
to increase the capacity from 12,000 to 36,000. The ground hosted
the opening and closing ceremonies and the athletics events.48 Further
developments were made to the stadium in 2004 and 2005. A new $21
million East Stand was built to increase the capacity and provide more
amenities for the public.49 According to the Auckland Stadium Venue
Development Strategy, the arrival of a new international stadium in
Auckland would result in downgrading Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium
to a high-performance training facility and community event venue.50
However, Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium is currently one of New
Zealand’s most used special event venues thanks to its versatility. It is
home to the New Zealand Warriors (NRL) and is capable of hosting major
outdoor concerts and festivals. Despite the stadium’s smaller capacity,
it managed to host 50,000 more fans than Eden Park, and 25,000 more
fans than Wellington Regional Stadium, in 2017.51 Panuku Development
Auckland has also outlined their plan to transform the neighbouring
area of Onehunga into a cultural centre of productivity and innovation.52
There is potential here to create an exciting connection between the
project and the Panuku development. Due to the stadium’s location, it
faces fewer restrictions in the Auckland Unitary Plan than other Auckland
stadiums. Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium is permitted to host no more
than 86 special noise events in any 12-month period, with no restriction
on the time of these events. Lighting restrictions also mean that these
events can run until 12:00 am.53 In comparison, Eden Park is restricted
to 25-night events per year due to lighting restrictions and all events
must be finished by 10:00 pm. Furthermore, any day-time events with a
capacity of more than 25,000 are restricted to a maximum of 6 events in
46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

Margaret McClure, “Auckland places – Auckland volcanoes” Te Ara – the Encyclopedia of New
Zealand, accessed October 27, 2020, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/photograph/16265/mt-smartstadium.
“Introducing Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium,” Warriors, published May 21, 2019, https://www.
warriors.kiwi/news/2019/05/21/welcome-to-rarotonga-mount-smart-stadium/.
“XIVth Commonwealth Games Auckland 1990,” Auckland City, accessed October 27, 2020, http://
www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/dbtw-wpd/CityArchives/DigitalExhibitions/Articles/commonwealth_
games/commonwealth_games.htm.
“Mt Smart Stadium (NZ) Redevelopment,” Austadiums, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.
austadiums.com/stadiums/stadiums_redevelopment.php?id=48.
Regional Facilities Auckland, “Venue Development Strategy.”

any 12-month period.54
List of Programmes
• East and West Stand
• Temporary South Stand
• Athletics track and field
• Food and beverage outlets
• Outer fields
• Clubrooms and offices
• Warriors club store
• Members parking

Figure 8 - Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium (Image by Author)
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Mark Thomas, “Forget the waterfront stadium – Auckland has a solution right under its nose,” The
Spinoff, published November 6, 2018, https://thespinoff.co.nz/business/06-11-2018/it-may-lacksex-appeal-but-neglected-mt-smart-is-aucklands-rock-star-venue/.
“Onehunga – Transform Onehunga,” Panuku Development Auckland, published March, 2017,
https://www.panuku.co.nz/downloads/assets/4838/1/onehunga%20high%20level%20project%20
plan%20(part%20one).pdf.
“Mount Smart Stadium Precinct,” Auckland Council, accessed October 28, 2020, https://
unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Auckland%20Unitary%20Plan%20Operative/
Chapter%20I%20Precincts/3.%20Central/I321%20Mount%20Smart%20Stadium%20Precinct.pdf.
Auckland Council, “Eden Park Precinct.”
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Size and Available Space
The size of Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium is 229,281m2 with a
perimeter of 2,377.5m. Excluding the existing facilities, such as the
grandstands and athletics track and field, there is roughly 104,552.5m2
of available space to be used for designing. This equates to 45.6%
of the total site area. Majority of this existing space is occupied by
underdeveloped outer fields and parking.
Public Transport and Accessibility
The Penrose Train Station is located north-east of the site and is about
a 15-minute walk from the stadium. However, there is little relationship
between the station and the stadium. On the journey to the venue,
there is no visual indication of Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium and
the main approach leads fans to the back entrance on O’Rorke Road,
which is also the entrance to the member’s car park. Special event
buses also pick-up and drop-off along O’Rorke road which can lead to
large amounts of congestion before and after the games.55 Outside of
special events, the stadium itself is closed to the public. However, the
rest of the site is open for public access. The outer fields and athletics
facilities mean that the site can be used by the public and other sporting
organisations regularly.56

55.

56.

“Mt Smart Stadium,” Auckland Live, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.aucklandlive.
co.nz/venue/mt-smart-stadium#visitor-information.
Auckland Live, “Mt Smart Stadium.”

Figure 9 - Diagram of Available Space (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)

Figure 10 - Diagram of Accessibility (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)
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3.3 North Harbour Stadium
North Harbour Stadium is a multi-purpose sports and entertainment
venue in Albany on Auckland’s North Shore. The concept was discussed
in the early 1990s and construction on the $41 million stadia was
completed in 1997.57 It can host multiple sports and special events
including rugby union, rugby league, football, baseball, and concerts. It
has a 19,000 capacity of permanent seating which can be expanded for
larger events to 25,000 using temporary seating or the embankments.58
The most recent development to the stadium was a $2.5 million upgrade
to the playing field and floodlights which has allowed the stadium to
host baseball in the summer and rugby in the winter.59 The Auckland
Stadium Venue Development Strategy suggests there could be further
developments to North Harbour Stadium to maintain its status as a
high-performance training facility and event venue.60 Furthermore, plans
are in place to develop the surrounding area of Albany into a new city
centre, with a large focus on high-density residential developments and
better public transport connections.61 Although North Harbour Stadium
is one of the most multi-functional venues in Auckland, it faces similar
restrictions to Eden Park. The Auckland Unitary Plan states that up to 16
special noise events and 21 special lighting events can take place in any
12-month period.62 Given that North Harbour Stadium is home to New
Zealand Football, Auckland Tuatara, North Harbour Rugby Union, and
has the capacity to host the Auckland Blues and the All Blacks as well,
the venue does not seem to be able to maximise its full versatility.63

List of Programmes
• Large South-East Grandstand
• Small North-West Stand
• Multi-purpose field
• Multiple outer fields
• Tennis park
• BMX track
• Outdoor courts
• Swimming pool
• Food and beverage outlets
• Clubrooms and offices
• Parking

Figure 11 - North Harbour Stadium (Image by Regional Facilities Auckland)
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“North Harbour Stadium (NZ),” Austadiums, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.austadiums.
com/stadiums/stadiums.php?id=77.
Austadiums, “North Harbour Stadium (NZ).”
“North Harbour Stadium,” Regional Facilities Auckland, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.
rfa.nz/our-venues/north-harbour-stadium.
Regional Facilities Auckland, “Venue Development Strategy.”
“Auckland Plan 2050,” Auckland Council, published June, 2018, www.aucklandplan.govt.nz.
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63.

”North Harbour Stadium and Domain Precinct,” Auckland Council, accessed October 27, 2020,
https://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Auckland%20Unitary%20Plan%20Operative/
Chapter%20I%20Precincts/5.%20North/I524%20North%20Harbour%20Stadium%20and%20
Domain%20Precinct.pdf.
Regional Facilities Auckland, “North Harbour Stadium.”
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Size and Available Space
The size of North Harbour Stadium is 371,843m2 with a perimeter
of 3,359m. Excluding the existing facilities, such as the grandstand,
tennis park, outer fields, outdoor courts, BMX track, and swimming
pool, there is roughly 129,153.8m2 of available space to be used for
designing. This equates to 34.7% of the total site area. Majority of this
existing space is occupied by public reserve and parking. Due to the
surrounding developments and the existing programmes on-site, there
is less potential and need for additional programmes.
Public Transport and Accessibility
North Harbour Stadium has limited parking at the stadium for members
depending on what events are taking place. The stadium has special
event buses that pick-up and drop-off fans right outside the venue
and it is also a 15-minute walk from Albany Bus Station.64 There is no
train access. Outside of special events, the stadium itself is closed to
the public but most of the amenities are accessible all day. Fields and
function rooms are available to hire and can be used by local clubs and
businesses, while the swimming pool is open to the public.65

64.

65.

“North Harbour Stadium,” Auckland Live, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.aucklandlive.
co.nz/venue/north-harbour-stadium.
Auckland Live, “North Harbour Stadium.”

Figure 12 - Diagram of Available Space (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)

Figure 13 - Diagram of Accessibility (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)
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3.4 Wellington Regional Stadium
Wellington Regional Stadium is New Zealand’s largest stadium outside
of Auckland. It was built in 1999 by Warren and Mahoney to replace
the existing Athletic Park and has gone on to host many international
music and sporting events.66 It has a capacity of 34,500 permanent seats
and is home to Wellington Rugby, the Hurricanes, and the Wellington
Phoenix.67 Over the years, minor developments to the stadium have
taken place including upgrades to the clubrooms and technology,
and a new mezzanine lounge.68 These developments were made in an
attempt to enhance the public experience and maintain a high average
attendance across all events.69 Wellington Regional Stadium is located
just outside the city centre and next to Wellington’s port. Due to its
ideal location, the stadium faces fewer restrictions from the Wellington
District Plan. The lighting restrictions are not as harsh as Auckland’s, but
noise restrictions mean no more than six special noise events can take
place within each calendar year.70 However, it is estimated that between
40-50 event days take place at Wellington Regional Stadium each year
which is a leading statistic for New Zealand stadiums.71

List of Programmes
• Bowl-Shaped Grandstand
• Concourse to Public Transport
• Function and Lounge Spaces
• Food and Beverage Outlets
• Sports Medicine Facility
• Cricket Museum

Figure 14 - Wellington Regional Stadium (Image Author Unknown)
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“Westpac Trust Stadium,” Fletcher Construction, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.
fletcherconstruction.co.nz/projects/community/westpac-trust-stadium.
Fletcher Construction, “Westpac Trust Stadium.”
“2014 Annual Report – Westpac Stadium,” Wellington Regional Stadium Trust, accessed October
27, 2020, https://skystadium.co.nz/fileadmin/Documents/Annual_Reports/WRSTAR14.pdf.
“Staying on top of our game – Westpac Stadium,” Wellington Regional Stadium Trust, accessed
October 27, 2020, https://skystadium.co.nz/fileadmin/Documents/Staying-on-top-of-our-game.
pdf.
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“District Plan,” Wellington City Council, updated June 30, 2020, https://eplan.wellington.govt.nz/
eplan/#Rules/0/20/1/325/0.
Wellington Regional Stadium Trust, “Staying on top of our game – Westpac Stadium.”
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Site Size and Available Space
The size of Wellington Regional Stadium is 71,812m2 with a perimeter of
1,522.6m. Excluding the existing stadium, there is roughly 32,808.4m2
of available space to be used for designing. This equates to 45.7% of the
total site area. However, the majority of this available space is occupied
by concourse which would need to be integrated into any design due to
the difficult accessibility of the stadium. Therefore, the available space is
much less, and similarly to Eden Park, any design would most likely be
an invention into the stadium itself.
Public Transport and Accessibility
The only approach to the stadium is a large, elevated walkway from the
train station to the stadium and it is roughly a ten-minute walk. Due to
the stadium’s waterfront location, the public cannot access the stadium
from anywhere other than the walkway.72 When taking public transport,
the buses and trains drop-off and pick-up from the Wellington Railway
Station and the approach to the stadium is clear.73 There is minimal onsite public parking and it can be difficult to find parking in the city on
event days. The walking time from the city to the start of the walkway is
roughly 15 minutes and there is no clear indication of how to access the
walkway, making it difficult for non-locals.74 Despite these difficulties,
the easy access to public transport is beneficial.

Figure 15 - Diagram of Available Space (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)

Wellington Regional Stadium is not accessible to the public outside of
event days, other than for stadium tours. Tours run throughout the week,
but bookings are made by arrangement only.75

72.

73.
74.
75.

“Getting Here,” Sky Stadium, accessed October 27, 2020, https://skystadium.co.nz/visiting-us/
getting-here/.
Sky Stadium, “Getting Here.”
Sky Stadium, “Getting Here.”
“Stadium Tours,” Sky Stadium, accessed 27 October, 2020, https://skystadium.co.nz/stadiumtours/.

Figure 16 - Diagram of Accessibility (Image by Google
Earth ed. Author)
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3.5 Phase Findings
The important information from each potential site has been organized
into a comparative chart to help finalize the site selection process. For this
project to successfully increase interaction through the incorporation of
different programmes, there needs to be a high potential for accessibility
and versatility. Other considerations were the site restrictions, location,
and the stance on current and future developments.
Eden Park and Wellington Regional Stadium presented the most
difficulties out of the four options. The main purpose of a stadium is
to host large public events, but this is limited for Eden Park due to its
location in the middle of a residential zone. Together with a small site
and lack of available space for designing, Eden Park would not result in a
successful outcome for this project. Similarly, the potential of Wellington
Regional Stadium is also restricted because of its small site and available
space for designing. Another hindering factor is the difficulty of site visits
to Wellington when compared to the other three options.

Figure 17 - Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium (Image Author Unknown)

The final site selection was between Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium
and North Harbour Stadium. Both sites have adequate accessibility
and are considerably larger in comparison with the other two options,
allowing for more flexibility when incorporating different programmes.
However, North Harbour Stadium is significantly more developed and
already includes a variety of programmes. The completion of planned
developments in the surrounding urban environment will further
reinforce the fact that this project would be more beneficial elsewhere.
This leaves Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium as the most plausible site
for this project. It is also important to note that the site restrictions for
Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium are more favourable than the other
options and will allow for more flexibility when designing. Consideration
was also given to the possibility of Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium
being downgraded in the future to a high-performance training facility,
however, the analysis suggested that it had the highest potential for
future development.

Figure 18 - North harbour Stadium (Image by Hannah Peters)
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Site
Location
Zone
Capacity
Area
Perimeter
Available Space
% Area
Restrictions
Access to Train
Access to Bus
Public Parking
Public Access
Previous Developments
Future Developments

Eden Park

Rarotonga Mount Smart

North Harbour Stadium

Wellington Stadium

Auckland

Auckland

Auckland

Wellington

Residential

Industrial

Public

Industrial

50,000

36,000

25,000

34,500

96,172m²

229,281m

371,843m

71,812m

1,337.5m

2,377.5m

3,359m

1,522.6m

<26,087m²

104,552.5m²

129,153.8m²

<32,808.4m²

27.10%

45.60%

34.70%

45.70%

High

Low

High

Medium

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Members

Members

Limited

Medium

High

High

Low

Major

Major

Major

Minor

None

Conditional Downgrade

Potential Upgrade

None

Table 1 - Statistical comparison of the four potential sites (Table by Author)

Site
Eden Park
Location
Zone
Capacity
Area
Available Space
% Area
Restrictions
Access to Train
Access to Bus
Public Parking
Public Access
Previous Developments
Future Developments
Total

Rarotonga Mount Smart

North Harbour Stadium

Wellington Stadium

O

O

O

X

X

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

X

O

O

X

X

O

O

X

X

O

O

O

X

O

X

O

O

O

X

O

O

O

O

O

X

O

O

O

O

O

O

X

O

O

O

X

X

X

O

X

6

12

11

7

Table 2 - Simplified comparison to determine positives and negatives (Table by Author)
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4. Programme Analysis
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4.1 Background

4.2 Existing Site

This stage is a crucial part of the research process as the programme is
the main strategy to increase the amount of interaction with the stadium
and its urban environment. Each programme must be cohesive and
enhance the immediate site, as well as the surrounding context. For
this stage, the keyword interaction will be split into five sub-categories:
accessibility, adaptability, legibility, permeability, and usability. These
sub-categories will be used to create a more in-depth understanding
of what programmes have the potential to increase interaction and how
they will achieve this. The programme selection process will take place
in four stages:

The first stage of the programme selection process will identify the
existing programmes on-site and determine what programmes will be
kept, redeveloped, or removed. This is important because it will help
to understand the level of improvement needed for each area of the
site. The retention of a programme suggests that the architecture and
its function will remain largely unchanged and in its current location.
The redevelopment of a programme suggests the function will be kept,
but changes will be made to the architecture or location. Finally, the
removal of a programme means the function and the architecture will
be removed from the site completely. This could be for different reasons
that ultimately suggest that the programme is unnecessary and will not
contribute to the success of the project.

1. Existing Site: Identify the existing programmes on-site and
determine what is kept, redeveloped, and removed.
2. Potential Programmes: Identify potential programmes that
could increase interaction with the stadium and its urban
environment.
3. Context: Analyse the urban environment to determine the
most relevant and plausible programmes.
4. Final Programme Selection: Identify the chosen programmes
and detail how they will be able to enhance the stadium and
its urban environment.

List of Existing Programmes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Field
East Stand
West Stand
North Bank
Temporary South Stand
Athletic Field and Track
Athletic Clubrooms
Outer Fields
Warriors Official Club Store
Auckland Rugby League
New Zealand Rugby League
Auckland Football
Oceania Football
Car Parks
Management Facilities
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Keep: This section determines which programmes will be kept largely
unchanged. The importance of the programme and the amount of
interaction it currently provides to the site will be the main factors in
decision making. The main field, east stand, and west stand will be kept
because they are the three main components of the actual stadium. Since
this project is not about designing a new stadium, these programmes
cannot be removed. Along with the athletics track and field, these
programmes are the main source of interaction for the stadium and its
urban environment. They will remain in their current locations and the
architecture will undergo minor changes at most.
Redevelop: The redevelopment of an existing programme means the
function is retained but it is likely that the architecture and location will
be changed. This is important because some programmes are important
to the site but could be incorporated in a better way. For example,
the different sports organizations currently occupy separate buildings
around the site. It is desirable to keep the programme, but they could
coexist more functionally as part of one building or a complex of
buildings. Similarly, the idea of having public fields is retained but could
be redesigned to minimize wasted space and to potentially increase the
number of fields.
Remove: Existing programmes that are unnecessary and do not have
the potential to contribute to the success of the project will be removed
completely. The temporary south stand is there to increase the capacity
of the stadium, however, due to most events having low attendance,
it contributes to a negative atmosphere. By removing the temporary
stand, the grandstands will be more occupied, creating a better matchday atmosphere. The adaptability of the stadium will also be increased
as the grass banks can be used to increase the capacity when needed.

Keep
Main Field
East Stand
West Stand
Athletics Track and
Field

Redevelop
Remove
Northern Bank
South Stand
Athletics Clubrooms
Outer Fields
Warriors Official
Club Store
Auckland Rugby
League
NZ Rugby League
Auckland Football
Oceania Football
Main Car Park
Members Car Park

Table 3 - Keep, Redevelop, and Remove (Table by Author)
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4.3 Potential Programmes
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Sport and Recreation
Commercial
Landmark
Public Transport

The five sub-categories of interaction will be used to understand what
potential programmes could increase the accessibility, adaptability,
legibility, permeability, and usability, of the site. Educational facilities
could increase the accessibility and usability of the site by ensuring
there is a constant presence for most of the day from Monday to
Friday. Similarly, commercial architecture consists of shops, bars, and
restaurants, which operate every day of the week for most of the day
and night. Extra sports and recreation facilities could be a possibility
to increase the adaptability and usability of the site further. The ability
to accommodate different sports would attract more people and allow
the venue to operate on a more regular basis. The legibility of the site
could be improved through the incorporation of landmark architecture
since Rarotonga Mount Smart is hidden from plain sight. It has the
potential to create an identity for the site, as well as a sense of place
and understanding of the urban environment. Finally, the current public
transport connections are disconnected from the site, so developing
these further has the potential to increase the accessibility, legibility, and
permeability of the site.
Regardless of potential, these programmes need to be cohesive to
successfully increase the amount of interaction with Rarotonga Mount
Smart and its urban environment. Therefore, an overarching programme
will be created. To do so, it is important to consider the users of these
programmes and how they will interact with them daily, while also
considering the longevity of the design outcome and what it will offer to
the future of the community.

4.4 Context
This stage will identify the relevant existing programmes in the urban
context to help understand what potential programmes are plausible
for this project. Kevin Lynch’s urban design elements of districts and
landmarks can also be used here to create a better understanding of the
relationship between some of the programmes and Rarotonga Mount
Smart.
The site is in the heart of the industrial suburb of Penrose, so the low
density of interaction in the surrounding environment is to be expected.
This suggests that this district mainly consists of programmes such
as mechanics, auto stores, and trades buildings, which the public do
not consistently interact with. The most significant programmes in
this district are the Penrose and Te Papapa Train Stations since they
are the only public transport hubs within walking distance of the site.
The medium density of interaction districts of Mount Wellington and
Onehunga surround Penrose and offer programmes like housing,
education, recreation, and small amounts of commercial. Both these
districts connect to town centres which are a high density of interaction.
They consist of civic and commercial buildings which receive constant
interaction daily.
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Site

High Interaction
Medium Interaction
Low Interaction
Figure 19 - District Diagram (Image by Author)
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Education

Sport and Recreation

Despite the dominance of industrial buildings in the urban landscape,
there are numerous educational facilities in the area. However, they
mainly consist of childcare centres, language schools, and primary
schools. The most notable educational facility is One Tree Hill College.
They have been a well-respected college since 1955 and are located just
up the road from Rarotonga Mount Smart.76 This information suggests
that any educational facilities incorporated into the project should not
consist of early learning, primary, or secondary education. The facilities
instead could be higher education or specialised education.

There are not many sports and recreational facilities in the wider context
of the site. Waikaraka Park can accommodate for football and cricket,
with the Waikaraka Speedway next door as well. However, the location is
odd as it backs onto the Waikaraka Cemetery. Ferguson Domain is also
relatively close by which consists of two outdoor rugby fields and gym
facilities. The only other sporting venue of similar scale to Rarotonga
Mount Smart is the Ellerslie Racecourse located on the other side of the
Southern Motorway. Currently, Rarotonga Mount Smart can host rugby,
football, and athletics events, and the lack of other sports facilities in
the urban context suggests there is significant potential to develop the
current facilities further.

Figure 20 - Map of educational facilities in the area (Image by Author)

Figure 21 - Map of sports facilities in the area (Image by Author)

76.

“Welcome to One Tree Hill College,” One Tree Hill College, accessed October 27, 2020, https://
www.onetreehillcollege.school.nz/.
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Commercial

Landmark

Two main shopping malls in the urban environment exist as part of the
high interaction districts: Dress Smart Outlet Shopping Centre and
Sylvia Park. Dress Smart serves Onehunga and Sylvia Park serves Mount
Wellington, the two suburbs surrounding Penrose. On a larger scale,
these shopping malls also attract people from all around Auckland. It
would not make sense to propose a new shopping mall for the project
as the area has sufficient supply, however, specialised commercial
programmes could be added instead. Sports bars and restaurants could
be incorporated into the Rarotonga Mount Smart master plan to give
fans a place to go before and after events, or to gather during events
as well. Sports outlets may also be an effective way of increasing the
interaction through commercial architecture.

The most significant natural landmarks in the urban environment are
volcanoes, like Rarotonga Mount Smart, with the most notable being
One Tree Hill Maungakiekie. Other natural landmarks include Mutukaroa
Hamlins Hill Regional Park, Waikaraka Park, and the Mangere Inlet.
Some of the programmes identified prior could also be considered
architectural landmarks such as One Tree Hill College, Dress Smart
Outlet Shopping Centre, and Sylvia Park. What they all have in common
is that they are recognised as markers that create a sense of identity and
direction.77 Stadiums would generally be included in this conversation
as well since they are iconic structures, no matter the location. However,
Rarotonga Mount Smart is hidden from plain sight and can be difficult
to see even when standing at the gates to the stadium. In this case, the
addition of a landmark would create a sense of identity for not only the
stadium, but Penrose as well.

Figure 22 - Map of shopping centres in the area (Image by Author)

Figure 23 - Map of volcanoes and other landmarks in the area (Image by Author)

77.

Cullen, The Concise Townscape.
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Public Transport
The public transport connections surrounding Rarotonga Mount
Smart are not successfully integrated with the site which significantly
reduces its accessibility. There is no designated bus hub for everyday
travel or for special events which leads to unsafe drop offs and pick
ups. For example, Church Street is the main road through the industrial
suburb and is constantly swarming with trucks and vans. It is not a very
pedestrian friendly area, but buses are forced to stop along here. Special
event buses also travel to the back entrance of the stadium which leaves
pedestrians having to enter the venue through the same road used
for access to the members car park. Similarly, the train network is also
disconnected from the stadium. There are two stops within walking
distance of the stadium, Te Papapa and Penrose Train Station, albeit they
are roughly 15-20-minute walks. Both stops also require pedestrians to
cross over the railroad at some point in their journey to the stadium,
which is dangerous when considering the amount of people that use
public transport to get to events. The Onehunga Line runs along the
back of the Rarotonga Mount Smart block so there is real potential here
to create a better connection for improved accessibility and safety.

Figure 24 - Map of public transport in the area (Image by Author)
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4.5 Final Programme Selection
Sports Education
The decision to incorporate sports education facilities into the design
has been made after identifying education as a potential programme
and further identifying relevant educational facilities in the urban
environment. From this research, early learning, primary, and secondary
education would not benefit the aims of the project as there are already
sufficient facilities in the Onehunga, Penrose, and Mount Wellington
areas. However, there are still benefits to including education as a
programme as it would considerably increase the accessibility and
usability of the site. As a result, a combination of sports education
and higher education has been selected. A useful precedent for this
programme is the Auckland University of Technology, and more
specifically AUT Millennium. The Auckland University of Technology was
ranked among the top universities in New Zealand for sports science
and AUT Millennium is their world-class training and research facility.78
The selected programme would seek to be a combination of the two to
become a place where people can go for high-performance education
and training, while also having the option to study and become
qualified in a range of sport related disciplines. The Auckland University
of Technology sports science courses are taught at the North Campus in
Northcote, and the AUT Millennium facilities are located on the North
Shore in Rosedale. The closest relevant facility to Rarotonga Mount Smart
would be the Manukau Institute of Technology, but they do not offer
same level of sports education as they are not internationally recognised
for this subject.79 Therefore, an argument can be made to justify the
proposed sports education facilities since they serve a purpose to
Central Auckland, East Auckland, and South Auckland. The facilities will
consist of study spaces, classrooms, lecture theatres, and a library, with
access to the on-site sports facilities as well. Sports rehabilitation offices
will also be added to provide jobs and work experience to the students,
as well as making the services more accessible to the community

78.

79.

“Our Story,” AUT Millennium, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.autmillennium.org.nz/
mission/story/.
“QS World University Rankings for Sports-Related Subjects 2020,” Top Universities, accessed
October 27, 2020, https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/university-subjectrankings/2020/sports-related-subjects.

Figure 25 - High-Performance Training (Image Author unknown)

Figure 26 - Education (Image Author Unknown)
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Sports and Recreation
Rarotonga Mount Smart contains elite sports facilities that have been
used to host major sporting events in New Zealand’s history, most
notably the 1990 Commonwealth Games. However, the venue was
only used for the opening and closing ceremonies and some athletics
events. 80 Since then there have been proposals to develop the facilities
further to add an Aquatic Centre, Indoor Arena, and Velodrome, but
none came to fruition.81 After identifying the relevant programmes in
the urban context, or lack of, Mount Smart remains the ideal site for the
development of sports and recreation. The addition of more sporting
facilities will only improve the site and restore its potential to host major
sporting events. The proposed new sports facilities include an Aquatic
Centre with an Olympic size swimming pool, an Indoor Training Facility
that will serve as the headquarters for professional sports teams such
as the Vodafone Warriors, a gym and other fitness facilities, an Indoor
Arena with courts for basketball, netball, and futsal, as well as additional
fields and clubrooms for public and grassroots use. Relevant precedents
would be Keith Hay Park in Mount Roskill and Lloyd Elsmore Park in
Pakuranga. Both parks have public fields and courts, public pools, and
indoor training facilities. However, they operate at a grassroots level
and do not provide facilities for high performance. AUT Millennium
and North Harbour Stadium are more relevant examples of highperformance facilities, but again, they are both located on the North
Shore and do not accommodate Central Auckland, East Auckland, and
South Auckland.

Figure 27 - Proposed Aquatic Centre for Rarotonga Mount Smart (Image by Regional
Facilities Auckland)

Figure 28 - Proposed Velodrome for Rarotonga Mount Smart (Image by Regional
Facilities Auckland)

80.
81.

Auckland City, “XIVth Commonwealth Games Auckland 1990.”
Conversation with Regional Facilities Auckland during Site Visit to Rarotonga Mount Smart.
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Sports Commercial
As mentioned in the last stage, the presence of Dress Smart Outlet
Shopping Centre and Sylvia Park in the surrounding suburbs means the
addition of a new shopping centre to the site would not be plausible.
However, the incorporation of commercial programmes is important
because they will increase the usability of the site and provide the most
constant interaction. Due to this, the retail and hospitality outlets will
be mainly sporting related instead. Sports bars and restaurants will
be incorporated to provide a place for fans to dine and watch events,
while other food outlets will be added for daily needs. In addition to
the Warriors Official Club Store, more sports and fitness outlets will also
be added to centralise the commercialisation of sports and add to the
Rarotonga Mount Smart experience. Currently, there is no designated
sports retail and hospitality hub in Auckland, with most sports outlets
operating as part of shopping centres and sports bars as individual
venues. The most relevant precedents would be fan zones that are often
set up at stadiums for major events, but the focus of these zones is
on the fun activities rather than the food and retail opportunities. By
centralising the commercialisation of sports, it offers something different
that is not seen at any other large event venues in Auckland and adds to
the experience to persuade fans to leave their couches.

Figure 29 - Nike Outlet Store (Image Author Unknown)

Figure 30 - AS Roma Fan Zone (Image Author Unknown)
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Landmark
The inclusion of landmark architecture into the project is another important
programme as it will provide the majority of the visual interaction with
the site. Currently, Rarotonga Mount Smart is difficult to identify and
can only be seen from specific areas outside of the site. There are even
occasions where the stadium cannot be seen from the stadium gates
and other places on site. A landmark, specifically some form of vertical
element, would create a sense of identity and place for Rarotonga
Mount Smart, and express its importance in the urban environment.
A landmark is also important to better represent Rarotonga, the 87m
volcano that has been quarried away and transformed into the stadium
we see today.82 The Montreal Olympic Stadium is an example of how
these two forms of iconic architecture can be successfully integrated
to create an identity for the site and the urban environment. A 165m
inclined observation tower was constructed in the 1970s for the 1976
Olympics as part of the stadium, and it is currently the largest inclined
tower in the world with views of up to 80 kilometres away.83

Figure 31 - Montreal Olympic Stadium (Image by hybriddynamicmedia)

Figure 32 - Montreal Olympic Stadium (Image Author Unknown)

82.
83.

Warriors, “Introducing Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium.”
“The Montreal Tower,” Parc Olympique, accessed October 27, 2020, https://parcolympique.
qc.ca/en/what-to-do/the-montreal-tower/.
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Public Transport
As the Onehunga Train Line runs along the back of the Rarotonga Mount
Smart block, there is the possibility to explore a better connection to
the stadium. This could take shape in many ways but ideally, a new
stop along Station Road would be the best option. The Te Papapa
and Penrose Train Stations are on the verge of being uncomfortable
and inconvenient walking distances, and the approaches can become
dangerous with large numbers of people. The Penrose Train Station,
in particular, leads fans to the back entrance of the stadium adding to
the traffic from members cars and special event buses. A new station
would improve the accessibility and permeability of the site, while also
increasing the safety of the community. Similarly, a designated bus hub
is also important to integrate into the design to better organise traffic
and points of arrival. Outside of events, these hubs are still accessible
to the public and will create a better public transport system for the
Penrose and Onehunga area. A New Zealand stadium that integrates
the public transport systems well is the Wellington Regional Stadium.
The main approach to the stadium begins at the train station which also
includes a hub for buses, taxis and ubers. A large walkway connects
the station to the stadium and ensures all visitors arrive from the same
direction. The walkway is also raised above the train lines and road to
maximise pedestrian safety.

Figure 33 - Wellington Regional Stadium (Image Author Unknown)

Figure 34 - Approach to Wellington Regional Stadium (Image Maarten Holl)
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List of Programmes:
The overarching programme of the project is a sports and education hub
with an emphasis on sports-related programmes to ensure they all work
cohesively and increase the amount of interaction before, during, and
after events. They are programmes that serve an immediate purpose
and will further help the development of the community in the future. In
doing so, also increasing the longevity of the stadium. Each programme
increases the amount of interaction with Rarotonga Mount Smart and
its urban environment in one way or another to ensure the aims of the
research project are being met.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sports Education Facilities
Library
Sports Rehabilitation Facilities
Aquatic Centre
Indoor Courts and Arena
Indoor Training Facility
New Clubrooms
Additional Fields
Sports Bars and Restaurants
Sports Outlets
Landmark
Train Station and Bus Hub
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5. Precedent Analysis
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5.1 AUT Millennium
Details:
•
•
•
•

Location: Auckland, New Zealand
Architects: Pacific Environments NZ Ltd
Constructed: 2002
Programme: High-Performance Sports and Research

Programmes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sir Owen G. Glen National Aquatic Centre (including 2
Olympic sized swimming pools)
Gym
Indoor Training Facility (including 60m track, long jump, high
jump, rock climbing)
Track and Field Stadium (including football field)
Sports Rehabilitation and Research Facilities
Accommodation for athletes (29 rooms)
Conference Rooms (3)
Food Outlets (café, food store, and subway)
Parking (paid public parking)

Image Photo

Figure 35 - AUT Millennium (Image by AUT Millennium)

Figure 36 - Sir Owen G. Glen National Aquatic Centre (Image by AUT Millennium)
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AUT Millennium is a High-Performance Sports Training and Research
Facility dedicated to the development of New Zealand athletes. The
facilities first opened in 2002 on the North Shore after the Millennium
Institute of Sport & Health partnered with the Auckland University of
Technology. The facilities were later upgraded to create the AUT
Millennium in 2009 to expand the organisation’s vision and potential.84
The complex is completely accessible to the public for use of the
facilities, however, athletes have priority so bookings are encouraged.
Courses and workshops are available to the public as well and cover a
range of topics from health and wellbeing to skill clinics.
The complex is made up of two main buildings and an outdoor track
and field. The total area of the site is 73,794m2 which is a third of the
size of Rarotonga Mount Smart. When comparing the two sites and
their programmes, AUT Millennium uses the space more effectively by
incorporating more amenities into a smaller space. This suggests that
Rarotonga Mount Smart has the potential to incorporate additional
sporting facilities and reduce wasted space.
The level of education provided by AUT Millennium is high quality due to
their world-class research facilities and connection to Auckland University
of Technology, who is recognized as New Zealand’s leading health and
sports science provider.85 However, it is important to recognize that
the advanced courses and workshops on offer are specifically directed
at physical education students and athletes who wish to expand their
knowledge and skills. They are not free and do not offer qualifications.
Courses more directed towards the public help to develop beginner skills
and educate about health and wellbeing.86 The proposed programme
for Rarotonga Mount Smart seeks to go beyond the level of education
seen at AUT Millennium to incorporate high-quality sports education
where students can gain qualifications.

84.
85.
86.

AUT Millennium, “Our Story.”
AUT Millennium, “Our Story.”
“Workshops,” AUT Millennium, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.autmillennium.org.nz/
athlete-development/workshops/.

Figure 37 - Site Diagram (Image by Google Earth ed. Author)

Figure 38 - AUT Millennium Complex (Image by AUT Millennium)
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5.2 Montreal Olympic Stadium
Details:
•
•
•
•

Location: Montreal, Canada
Architects: Roger Taillibert
Constructed: 1976
Programme: Stadium and Observatory Tower as part of the
Montreal Olympic Park

Programmes:
•
•
•
•
•

Olympic Stadium
175m inclined Observatory Tower
Office Space
Exhibition Space
Souvenir Shops

Image Photo

Figure 39 - Montreal Observatory Tower (Image by wsp)

Figure 40 - Montreal Olympic Stadium (Image Author Unknown)
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The Olympic Stadium in Montreal was built for the 1976 Olympic Games
to be the main stadium for the event. The venue includes the world tallest
inclined tower which stretches over the stadium and provides structural
support to the roof. It is no doubt an icon of stadium architecture, but
not without controversy. Construction delays meant that it took 17 years
to complete the tower and stadium roof, while the final cost of the
project was $1.34 billion more than initially thought.87
The observatory tower was initially built to be the focal point for the
Olympic Games, and it has now transformed into the focal point for
Montreal. It creates a sense of identity for the city and signals to people
that “this is the spot. Stop looking, it is here.”88 There is a complete
contrast between the Montreal Olympic Stadium and Rarotonga
Mount Smart. One is on display for the world to see, while the other
hides behind a façade of Pohutakawas. One can be seen from up to
80 kilometres away, while the other cannot be seen from the entrances
to the site.89 The incorporation of a vertical landmark as seen in this
precedent would dramatically increase the legibility of the site and
its urban environment, while also adding the visual interaction that it
currently lacks. This precedent is also useful to highlight that a vertical
element or landmark is not solely for visual purposes and the addition
of another function could also bring more usability to the architecture
and its context.

Figure 41 - Construction of Montreal Olympic Tower (Image by wsp)

Figure 42 - Montreal Olympic Park (Image by Google Earth ed. Author)

87.

88.
89.

“Olympic Stadium, Montreal,” Design Buildings Wiki, edited January 20, 2020, https://www.
designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/Olympic_Stadium,_Montreal.
Cullen, The Concise Townscape.
Parc Olympique, “The Montreal Tower.”
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5.3 Our Tampines Hub
Details:
-

Location: Tampines, Singapore
Architects: DP Architects
Construction: 2017
Programme: Sports and Lifestyle Community Hub

Programmes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Stadium / Town Square
Regional Library and Gallery
Arts and Culture spaces
Medical Centre
130 Food and Retail Outlets (including supermarket)
Swimming Complex
Indoor Courts and Arena
Gym
Bowling Centre
Playground
Community Event Spaces
Roof-Top Eco-Gardens

Image Photo

Figure 43 - Our Tampines Hub (Image Author Unknown)

Image 2 OTH

Figure 44 - Our Tampines Hub (Image Author Unknown)
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Our Tampines Hub is a community hub integrated into an existing Regional
Football Stadium in Singapore. The project is particularly interesting as
the design process was centred around public participation. More than
15,000 residents provided feedback to help make design decisions that
benefit the entire community, and as a result, it became the focal point
of the Urban Redevelopment Authority Master Plan for Tampines.90
This precedent is a great example of how different programmes can be
integrated into an existing stadium and its urban environment to increase
its interaction. The hub is the definition of multi-functional architecture
and includes a range of civic, commercial, and sports architecture facilities.
The facilities are purpose-built for the community and emphasize shared
use spaces to increase its usability even further.91 When comparing
this precedent to this research project, it is important to understand
the difference in scale. Our Tampines Hub is only 59,000m2 which is
significantly smaller than the 229,281m2 Rarotonga Mount Smart site.
This requires most of the programmes to be tightly integrated into the
existing stadium architecture and vertically stacked, whereas the research
project will have more freedom and space to design with. Nevertheless,
this will be a useful precedent to refer to throughout the design process
to help understand the spatial and functional relationships between the
different programmes, and how they were successfully integrated into
the stadium and urban environment. Especially considering most of the
programmes seen in the Our Tampines Hub have also been proposed
for Rarotonga Mount Smart.

Figure 45 - Our Tampines Hub Site (Image by Google Earth ed. Author)

Image Photo

Figure 46 - Inside Our Tampines Hub (Image Author Unknown)

90.

91.

“Our Tampines Hub in Singapore by DP Architects,” Floornature, accessed October 27, 2020,
https://www.floornature.com/blog/our-tampines-hub-singapore-dpa-13408/.
“Our Tampines Hub,” DP Architects, accessed October 27, 2020, https://www.dpa.com.sg/
projects/ourtampineshub/.
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5.4 Wellington Regional Stadium
Details:
• Location: Wellington, New Zealand
• Architects: Warren & Mahoney Ltd
• Construction: 2000
• Programme: Regional and National Stadium
Programmes:
•
•
•
•
•

Bowl-Shaped Grandstand
Concourse to Public Transport
Function and Lounge Spaces
Food and Beverage Outlets
Sports Medicine Facility92

Image photo

Figure 47 - Wellington Regional Stadium (Image Author Unknown)

Image 2 Stadium

Figure 48 - Wellington Regional Stadium (Image Author Unknown)

92.

Fletcher Construction, “Westpac Trust Stadium.”
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Although the Wellington Regional Stadium was not a suitable site for
this project, the public transport connections are successful and create
ease of accessibility to the stadium. A large concrete walkway connects
the Wellington Regional Stadium with the Wellington train and bus hub,
and it is raised to ensure safety for visitors around the railroad and main
highway. From personal experience, the legibility of the site is confusing.
It is obvious that the main approach is the raised walkway but finding the
entrance is difficult because it is inside the train station. Nevertheless,
the connection serves as a safe approach to the stadium, something that
Rarotonga Mount Smart does not possess. It is important that this area
of design development is a key focus of the project to ensure an easier
and safer approach to the stadium is achieved. This will not only improve
the interaction with the site but create a better urban environment for
the community.
Figure 49 - Wellington Regional Stadium Site (Image by Google Earth ed. Author)

Figure 50 - Public Transport Diagram (Image by Google Earth ed. Author)
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6. Site Analysis
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6.1 Rarotonga Mount Smart
History and Culture
Before the arrival of European settlers, the site of the stadium was once
an 86m tall volcano sitting amongst the Auckland Volcanic Field. The
Maori named it Rarotonga, meaning “the lower south,” and it contained
a fortified pa.93 These sites were common upon other volcanic cones in
the Auckland region. Maori would excavate the sides of the mountains
to form the terraces and line the exterior with stockades as a fortification.
One of Auckland’s most important pa sites is located a few kilometres
north-west of Rarotonga, called Maungakiekie/One Tree Hill, and it is
believed to have housed thousands of people.94 By the mid-eighteenth
century the pa was no longer occupied and it was eventually sold to the
Crown in 1849 by Ngati Whatua.95
The Onehunga-Penrose area transformed into an industrial zone after
settlers realized the land was undesirable due to lava flows. They used
the land to service the Manukau Harbour seaport and develop trades
such as timber and iron-works.96 Rarotonga was later renamed to Mount
Smart in the 1840s after a police lieutenant.97 As the industry grew, a
railway line was constructed in 1863 to connect the area to Auckland
central, and in 1865 the quarrying of Rarotonga began. The quarried
material was mainly used for railway and road construction.98
In 1937, the Mount Smart Domain Board was formed with the view
to construct a sports arena on the site of the volcano. After years of
continued quarrying, construction began on the arena in the 1960s
and was completed in 1967.99 The site was further developed to
increase its capacity and redevelop the track and field to host the 1990
Commonwealth Games. It was the venue for the opening and closing
ceremonies and accommodated the athletic events.100

and corporate suits into the stadium.101 However, before this time there
were numerous other proposals made to further develop the potential
of the venue. An Aquatic Centre, Indoor Arena, and Velodrome were
all proposed and for unknown reasons they did not go ahead. Mount
Smart has generally struggled for money so this could be a potential
explanation.102 In 2014, the original Maori name was restored to the
volcano as part of a Treaty of Waitangi settlement and has since been
called Rarotonga Mount Smart.103 According to the Auckland Council
Venue Development Strategy, Rarotonga Mount Smart will remain
as an elite Auckland sports venue until a new International Stadium
is constructed. In this case, the site will be downgraded to a highperformance training facility and community event venue.104 Over the
past few years a new Auckland Waterfront Stadium has been mooted, so
this conditional downgrade could come sooner rather than later.
Analysis Process
As part of the site analysis process, urban design theories will be used
to create a deeper understanding of Rarotonga Mount Smart and its
urban environment. This will be achieved using diagrams of Kevin
Lynch’s five elements and Gordon Cullen’s serial vision drawings. Kevin
Lynch’s theory will be used in the wider context analysis and direct site
analysis, and shades of orange will be used to highlight the important
information. Due to the scale of the project and urban environment,
Gordon Cullen’s serial vision drawings will only be used in the direct site
analysis to better understand the space related to the site.

The biggest redevelopment of the site was the construction of a new
East Stand between 2004 and 2005 to incorporate offices, gym facilities,
93.
94.

95.

96.

97.
98.
99.

Warriors, “Introducing Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium.”
“The Maori – Volume II,” Victoria University of Wellington, accessed October 27, 2020, http://
nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Bes02Maor-t1-body-d7.html.
“Mt Smart / Rarotonga: A Brief History,” Honour the Maunga, published June 28, 2020, https://
honourthemaunga.org.nz/auckland-maunga/mt-smart-rarotonga.
“Onehunga Heritage Survey,” Auckland Council, published December, 2013, https://www.
aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/arts-culture-heritage/heritage/heritagesurveys/onehunga-heritagesurvey.pdf.
Warriors, “Introducing Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium.”
Honour the Maunga, “Mt Smart / Rarotonga: A Brief History.”
Honour the Maunga, “Mt Smart / Rarotonga: A Brief History.”

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

Auckland City, “XIVth Commonwealth Games Auckland 1990.”
Austadiums, “Mt Smart Stadium (NZ) Redevelopment.”
Conversation with Regional Facilities Auckland during Site Visit to Rarotonga Mount Smart.
Warriors, “Introducing Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium.”
Regional Facilities Auckland, “Venue Development Strategy.”
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1940

1996

2017

Figure 51 - Image of Rarotonga Mount Smart 1940

Figure 52 - Image of Rarotonga Mount Smart 1996

Figure 53 - Image of Rarotonga Mount Smart 2017

(Image Auckland Council)

(Image Auckland Council)

(Image Auckland Council)
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6.2 Wider Context
6.21 Paths
As defined by Kevin Lynch: “Paths are the channels along which the
observer customarily, occasionally, or potentially moves.”105 He believes
that most people develop their understanding of the environment
through paths since they constantly moving throughout the space.106
This diagram has been separated into two sets of paths to highlight the
major and minor networks in the urban environment. The darker orange
represents the major paths, and the light orange represents the minor
paths. For this project, the paths in the area are particularly important to
understand because they provide the access to the site.
Major Paths: South-West Motorway, Southern Motorway, and railroads
Minor Paths: Road network in the Onehunga, Penrose, and Mount
Wellington areas
The Southern Motorway is located only a few kilometres up the road from
Rarotonga Mount Smart, but it fails to create an effective connection
to the site. When travelling south to north, there is no off-ramp at the
Eastern Arterial to service the main Penrose and Onehunga areas.
People would instead need to exit the path by Sylvia Park or at the top
of Penrose. When considering thousands of people travel to the site for
events, this connection is inconvenient and unacceptable.
The connections from the site to Onehunga are good, thanks to Church
Street which runs along the south side of the site, straight through to the
Onehunga Town Centre. However, this path moving the other direction is
also the main connection from Onehunga to Mount Wellington. In terms
of status and functionality, it is not a major path, but due to other poor
connections, it is forced to behave like one, resulting in considerable
amounts of congestion.

105.
106.

Lynch, The Image of the City.
Lynch, The Image of the City.

Figure 54 - Major Paths (Image by Author)
Figure 55 - Minor Paths (Image by Author)
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Site

Major Paths
Minor Paths
Figure 55 - Minor Paths (Image by Author)
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6.22 Edges
Kevin Lynch describes edges as the “linear elements not considered
as paths” and “boundaries between two phases.”107 He emphasizes
that they are mainly breaks in continuity, but they can also be barriers
that prevent continuity.108 This diagram is used to show the man-made
edges and the natural edges. The darker orange represents the manmade edges, and the lighter orange represents the natural edges. It is
important to analyse this element in the urban context to understand
the boundaries and barriers related to the site.
Man-made: South-West Motorway, Southern Motorway, and railroads
Natural: Volcanoes, Regional Parks, and bodies of water
What is interesting about this diagram is the fact that the man-made
edges are the same as the major paths shown in the previous diagram,
despite Kevin Lynch stating this should not be the case. The Southern
Motorway can be defined as an edge since it separates Penrose from
Mount Wellington. Although, for most parts of this edge it is a barrier
due to a lack of connections to pass through the edge. Similarly, the
railroad can also be considered an edge since it breaks continuity and
separates the Onehunga residential district from the Penrose industrial
district.
The natural edges define important landmarks in the urban environment,
such as volcanoes and regional parks. They are not barriers since they are
accessible, but do break continuity, especially the Mutukaroa Hamlins
Hill Regional Park. It creates a complete contrast in scenery, having
travelled through an industrial area with minimal greenery to be met
with a large open green space. The bodies of water are also interesting
as they seem like significant edges on the diagram. However, given the
path network avoids these areas they are not often encountered.

107.
108.

Lynch, The Image of the City.
Lynch, The Image of the City.

Figure 57 - Man-Made Edges (Image by Author)
Figure 58 - Natural Edges (Image by Author)
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Site

Man-Made Edges
Natural Edges
Figure 59 - Edges Context (Image by Author)
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6.23 Nodes
Nodes can be defined as the intersections and junctions within a city.
Lynch describes them as the points where paths intersect, and boundaries
are crossed.109 Although, it is important to plot the nodes on a map, this
element is better experienced in person since they are often used for
point reference.110 This is how Gordon Cullen’s serial vision drawings will
play a role in the later stages of analysis. The diagram splits the nodes
into two categories: intersections and crossings. The darker orange
represents crossings, and the lighter orange represents intersections.
The previous diagrams of paths and edges will be used to identify these
nodes and create a deeper understanding of the environment.
Most of the crossings on this diagram are points which the man-made
edges can be crossed. This helps us to understand what the connections
between districts and suburbs might look like. When considering the
Southern Motorway is a significant edge separating Penrose from
Mount Wellington, it is interesting to see there are few connections.
In comparison, there are more crossings along the Onehunga railroad,
further suggesting that it functions as a boundary not barrier.
The intersections identified on the diagram show the points which
major and minor paths intersect, as well as other significant points
which may be relevant to someone’s journey. The other intersections
usually contain some form of visual feature that is easily identifiable. For
example, the intersection between Church Street and Beasley Avenue
is easily identifiable as this is the most common point which people first
encounter the enormous façade of trees surrounding Rarotonga Mount
Smart.

109.
110.

Lynch, The Image of the City.
Lynch, The Image of the City.

Figure 60 - Intersections (Image by Author)
Figure 61 - Crossings (Image by Author)
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Figure 62 - Nodes Context (Image by Author)
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6.24 Districts
Districts are the larger areas in an urban environment that are generally
identified visually. Physical boundaries do not often separate these
areas, meaning sometimes the transition between districts goes
unnoticed until the person realizes they are inside of it.111 Districts can
be defined by different characteristics, but for this analysis, the building
zones will be used. As a result, the diagram identifies three different
districts: industrial, residential, and public. This is useful to understand
what level of interaction the built environment provides. The darkest
orange represents the public areas which are a high level of interaction,
whereas the lightest orange represents the industrial areas which have
the lowest level of interaction.
From the diagram, the site is clearly situated in the middle of an industrial
area. This suggests that the surrounding architecture provides minimal
interaction. This is both beneficial and detrimental to Rarotonga Mount
Smart. Its district allows for lenient site restrictions to host more events
than other Auckland stadiums. However, it also means it is potentially
interactive architecture in a not so interactive location. This is an area of
concern for the project and highlights why the design outcome should
focus on incorporating more interactive programmes into the site and
its urban environment.

Figure 64 - High Interaction District (Image by Author)

Figure 63 - Low Interaction District (Image by Author)

These districts also help to understand where the interactive hubs are
in the urban environment. Rarotonga Mount Smart sits almost directly
in between the Onehunga Town Centre and Sylvia Park which provide
the public with constant interaction. Meanwhile, Penrose does not have
an interactive hub of its own. When considering the number of people
that visit Rarotonga Mount Smart, it makes sense that this could be
transformed into the interactive hub to serve the Penrose area.

111.

Lynch, The Image of the City.

Figure 65 - Medium Interaction District (Image by Author)
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Figure 66 - Districts Context (Image by Author)
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6.25 Landmarks
Kevin Lynch describes landmarks as being another element for point
reference, however, in this instance, you do not enter inside of them.112
They are often large objects that help to create a sense of place and
direction while moving throughout the urban space.113 For this diagram,
only the major visual and functional landmarks have been identified as
they have the biggest impact on the urban environment. The darker
orange represents the volcanic field surrounding Rarotonga Mount
Smart, and the lighter orange represents all other landmarks. This
diagram is useful to identify what landmarks may relate to the site and
whether more landmarks are needed to create a better relationship
between the site and its urban environment.
The connection between the four surrounding volcanoes has been
highlighted to show that Rarotonga Mount Smart lies in the middle
of them. As the site is a former volcano itself, restoring a relationship
between the site and the volcanoes is important.
What is interesting about the diagram is that there are not many
visual landmarks in the surrounding environment. Mutukaroa Hamlins
Hill Regional Park, One Tree Hill College and Waikaraka Park are all
landmarks, but they do not have any visual presence. The volcanoes
could be considered visual landmarks but other than One Tree Hill,
they are not always visible. This leaves Rarotonga Mount Smart to be
a landmark itself, however, it is mostly hidden away behind a façade of
trees and industrial buildings.

112.

Lynch, The Image of the City.

113.

Lynch, The Image of the City.

Figure 67 - Landmarks (Image by Author)
Figure 68 - Volcanoes (Image by Author)
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Figure 69 - Landmarks Context (Image by Author)
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6.3 Direct Context
6.31 Paths
To create a better understanding of the site and its direct context, Kevin
Lynch’s urban design principles have been used again. The dark orange
represents the major path network, and the light orange represents the
minor path network. In this diagram, the major path network is not so
relevant as this information can be gathered from the analysis of the
wider context. It is more important to understand how people move
throughout the existing site to be able to identify potential areas for
improvement.
Major Paths: Roads
Minor Paths: Footpaths within the site
It is expected that most of the paths circulate the stadium since this is
the focus of the site, however, the other areas of the site are not well
serviced. A possible explanation could be the programmes in these
areas since they are not required to be as accessible. This is important
because any development here would require a more accessible path
network.
The edges and contours of the site can explain the intricate path network
surrounding the stadium. Often there are one or two layers of security to
pass through before entering, and the sunken arena restricts movement
further. As a result, there is no grand entrance to the stadium, despite
considerable potential between Maurice Road and the West Stand.
This would be worth exploring further to understand the benefits of this
connection and how it could affect the current path network.

Figure 70 - Paths Direct (Image by Author)
Site Boundary

Major Paths
Minor Paths
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6.32 Edges
Kevin Lynch’s edges have been used to identify the barriers and breaks
in continuity within the direct context of Rarotonga Mount Smart. The
dark orange represents the man-made edges, and the light orange
represents the natural edges. This diagram is important to identify areas
that negatively impact the permeability of the site.
Man-Made Edges: Railroad, Site Boundaries, and Stadium Security
Natural Edges: Native Trees along Church Street and Beasley Ave
The most noticeable edge in the diagram is the natural edge on the
south of the site. It is essentially a façade of native trees that hides most
of the stadium, spanning the entire Church Street edge. Since it is one of
the only substantial green areas in the urban environment, it is important
that it is protected during design development.
The junction of edges in the top left of the site is interesting as it is the
only area on site that requires two or three crossings in such a short
distance. Furthermore, this is Gate A, the main entrance to the site
and the stadium. These edges negatively impact the permeability and
accessibility of the site, further suggesting that a grand entrance may be
a necessary design development.

Figure 71 - Edges Direct (Image by Author)
Site Boundary

Man-Made Edges
Natural Edges
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6.33 Nodes
Nodes are useful to identify key areas where edges and paths intersect.
Specifically, in terms of edges because it helps to further understand
whether they are barriers or simply breaks in continuity. Intersections
are used more for point reference, although they can contribute to the
accessibility and permeability of the site. The dark orange represents
crossings, and the light orange represents intersections between paths.
There is a high concentration of nodes inside the stadium, and very few
in other parts of the site. This can be explained by the intricate path
network related to the stadium itself. However, it does suggest that the
site is not permeable. When entering from O’Rorke Road a person will
essentially travel along one path until reaching the stadium. On arrival,
they are greeted by seemingly endless intersections and this can cause
major confusion. These nodes should be reduced where possible to
improve the permeability of the site.
Despite a large number of intersections within the stadium, there are not
many crossings. This means that most of the edges can be considered
as barriers. Stadium security is the obvious explanation nevertheless,
it still harms the movement through the site. These barriers should
be re-evaluated when considering the proposed programmes to be
incorporated into the project.

Figure 72 - Nodes Direct (Image by Author)
Site Boundary

Crossings
Intersections
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6.34 Districts
The district diagram is useful to the site analysis process because
it provides information about the level of interaction in the area. For
this analysis, light orange represents a low level of interaction, getting
darker as the programme becomes more interactive. This information
also implies the type of programmes inside the districts.
As noted in the wider context analysis, Rarotonga Mount Smart is
surrounded by buildings in a low interaction district. This further
emphasizes the industrial nature of the urban context and highlights
why more interactive programmes are needed. Currently, the stadium
can provide an interactive experience during events but outside of these
times, it is seemingly impossible. They do not have the facilities to do so
and because of the district, they are also unable to rely on surrounding
programmes. The incorporation of more programmes would not
necessarily transform the entire district immediately, but it would provide
enough interaction to enhance the sites direct surroundings.

Figure 73 - Districts Direct (Image by Author)
Site Boundary

High Interaction
Low Interaction
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6.35 Landmarks
Landmarks are important physical and visual features of the urban
environment that are mainly used for point reference. They are also
effective at creating a sense of place and identity, which further helps
people to identify the districts they are inside. Sometimes, landmarks
may be recognized due to importance or because they are outliers in
their urban context.
Stadiums are generally considered to be landmarks because of their
visual presence in the urban landscape. However, Rarotonga Mount
Smart is hidden from view for the most part, so in this case, it is debatable.
Instead, it could be considered due to its sporting heritage.
The only two landmarks in the area are the HRV building and McDonalds,
both for similar reasons. The HRV building is a multi-story office building
that towers above the rest of Penrose. It is a visual landmark, but in no
way does it create a sense of place or identity for the district. McDonald’s
on the other hand is seemingly the only other building in Penrose that is
not a warehouse. Both buildings are outliers in their urban environment
and the design development should not be focused on them.

Figure 74 - Landmarks Direct (Image by Author)
Site Boundary

Important Landmarks
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6.36 Public Transport
When dealing with stadium architecture, public transport is extremely
important to consider as it is the main method of arrival for spectators. Poor
public transport connections can have a huge impact on the interaction
and movement with the architecture and its urban environment.
The dark orange dots represent the bus stops in the surrounding area
used for day to day travel. It is important to note that special event
buses pick-up and drop-off along O’Rorke Road by the back entrance
to the site. On the opposite side of the stadium, Maurice Road is never
used for public transport, despite containing the main entrance to the
stadium. Due to public safety and the impact on site accessibility and
permeability, Maurice Road seems like a more viable option for special
event buses.
The closest train station to the site is the Penrose Train Station. It is
roughly a 15-20-minute walk to the stadium, and just like the special
event buses, it leads spectators to the back entrance of the stadium.
This is also the entrance for members parking which causes extreme
congestion during events and concerns for pedestrian safety. Due to
these poor connections, the idea of a new train station will be explored
further. This would be located on the same block as Rarotonga Mount
Smart along station road.

Figure 75 - Public Transport Direct (Image by Author)
Site Boundary

Bus Stops
Railroad
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6.4 Serial Vision
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Figure 76 - Serial Vision Map (Image by Author)
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1. Station Road: This is one of the main intersections that pedestrians
must cross to get to the stadium when arriving by train. It is not particularly
pedestrian friendly as it is, and it is a cause for concern when considering
hundreds of people potentially pass through this space simultaneously

2

2. O’Rorke Road: The next serial vision drawing displays the landmark
HRV building along O’Rorke Road. The drawing also suggests there is
sufficient vegetation, but past this point there is almost none.

3. O’Rorke Road: This drawing shows the back entrance to the stadium.
It is a long narrow driveway which is used by bus passengers, train
passengers, and members cars, causing major congestion during events.

Figure 78 - Serial Vision O’Rorke Road (Image by Author)

1

Figure 77 - Serial Vision Station Road (Image by Author)

Figure 79 - Serial Vision O’Rorke Road (Image by Author)

3
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4. Church Street: This drawing depicts one of the main paths through
the district, and as previously mentioned it is not pedestrian friendly.
There are no parking lanes or green spaces to separate pedestrians from
vehicles and is another cause for concern during large events.

5. Church Street: Slightly further on at the top of the slope, the
warehouses on the left-hand side drop down below the road which
opens a view of the industrial area. This is important to capture to show
how the urban environment can change drastically in a matter of metres.

6. Church Street: This is the most significant intersection in the
surrounding area as it is what people generally associate to Rarotonga
Mount Smart because of the façade of trees. Church Street is also a major
path and this intersection is one of the most frequently encountered.

5
Figure 81 - Serial Vision Church Street (Image by Author)

6

4

Figure 80 - Serial Vision Church Street (Image by Author)

Figure 82 - Serial Vision Church Street (Image by Author)
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7. Beasley Ave: The drawing shows Gate D to the stadium and highlights
how little visual relationship there is with the stadium while outside of
the site. It is not very welcoming and even in the middle of the day it is
dark and damp.

8

8. Beasley Ave: Gate C is shown in this image, and this time only
the corner of the stadium is visible despite being roughly 100 metres
away. This space would be a useful secondary entrance with better
connections.

9. Church Street: This drawing shows what it is like to travel through the
façade of trees along Church Street. Although very dark and damp as
well, it is one of the only areas in the urban environment that feels safe
for pedestrians.
Figure 84 - Serial Vision Beasley Avenue (Image by Author)

7
Figure 83 - Serial Vision Beasley Avenue (Image by Author)

9
Figure 85- Serial Vision Church Street (Image by Author)
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10. Maurice Road: This gate is not commonly used for public access
but shows the potential of a grand entrance. It is also the first time you
see the stadium from behind the trees.

11

11. Maurice Road: No less than a few metres from Gate A of Rarotonga
Mount Smart, the landscape has drastically changed. This path follows a
narrow walkway next to old and noisy industrial buildings. The thought
of a stadium has already disappeared.

12. Station Road: This drawing looks directly towards Rarotonga Mount
Smart but there is no sign of it. The proposal for a new train station
would most likely be here.

Figure 87 - Serial Vision Maurice Road (Image by Author)

12

Figure 86 - Serial Vision Maurice Road (Image by Author)

Figure 88 - Serial Vision Station Road (Image by Author)
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6.5 Site Restrictions
Major Unitary Plan Restrictions

Other Restrictions

Rarotonga Mount Smart has a separate section in the Auckland Unitary
Plan with restrictions on operation and development of the site.
The restrictions that could potentially impact this project have been
identified before designing to ensure all criteria is being adhered to.

Other notable restrictions that could impact the project also relate to
the proposal of landmark architecture. Given the sites close location
to the Auckland International and Domestic Airports, it is important to
consider height and light restrictions for the safety of aircraft.

•

I321.6.3. Special noise events (1) The total number of special noise
events in any 12-month period must not exceed 86 events114

•

I321.6.5. Parking (1) Parking for a minimum of 325 cars must be
retained within the precinct unless an authorised Transport and
Traffic Management Plan is in effect.115

•

I321.6.7. Height in relation to boundary (1) Where the Mount
Smart Stadium Precinct directly adjoins a road, buildings must
not project beyond a 45-degree recession plane measured from a
point 8.5m vertically above ground level on the precinct boundary.
(2) Temporary buildings, light towers and associated fittings are
excluded from this standard.116

The airport lighting restrictions are not relevant to Rarotonga Mount
Smart, which confirms a “light tower” is plausible as a landmark.117 It
is currently possible to construct a building on site of no more than
120m above sea level according to the Manukau Operative District
Plan 2002.118 However, a recent proposal for a second international
runway has seen the plans revised. After its completion around
2028, the height restrictions will become more lenient and it will be
possible to have a building of up to 156m above sea level.119 The
ease of restrictions in the near future could be a reason to stage the
site developments in different phases to ensure the potential of the
landmark is achieved.

The allowed number of special noise events for Rarotonga Mount
Smart is significantly higher than other Auckland stadiums. An increase
in interaction does mean an increase in usage, but it is unlikely to
negatively impact the project. Rather it highlights that there is potential
for the stadium to be used more frequently. Parking restrictions
are also important to consider since the existing parking has been
identified as an area for development. Finally, height restrictions could
be a problem for the project considering the proposal of landmark
architecture. A “light tower” could be a potential work-around.

114.
115.
116.
117.

118.

Auckland Council, “Mount Smart Stadium Precinct.”
Auckland Council, “Mount Smart Stadium Precinct.”
Auckland Council, “Mount Smart Stadium Precinct.”
“Auckland International Airport Ltd,” Auckland Council, accessed October 27, 2020, https://
unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/HTMLSept/Part%207/Auckland%20International%20
Airport%20Ltd.htm.
“Manukau Operative District Plan 2002,” Manukau City Council, accessed October 27, 2020,
http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/council/documents/districtplanmanukau/maps/2b.pdf.

119.

“Second runway,” Auckland Airport, accessed October 27, 2020, https://corporate.aucklandairport.
co.nz/airport-of-the-future/building-the-future/second-runway.
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6.6 Phase Findings
Through each stage of research and analysis, it has become more
evident that the selected site does not offer enough available space
to incorporate all the proposed programmes – especially the inclusion
of additional sports facilities. As a result, the outcome of the project is
severely limited.

•

All selected programmes have sufficient available space to be
incorporated into the design

•

Increases the potential for better accessibility and permeability of
the site

After completing a brief site analysis as part of the site selection
process, it was understood that there was roughly 104,552.5m2 of
available space on the existing Rarotonga Mount Smart site to be used
for designing. This is equal to 45.6% of the total site area. However, after
a more comprehensive site analysis, the available space is significantly
decreased due to the restrictions on maintaining sufficient parking.
Under the assumption that the gravel members car park includes the
required 325 parking spaces, the removal of this area would decrease the
available space by 16%. This limits the ability of the project to increase
interaction with the urban environment and would most likely result in
a change to the programme selection. Although the available space
is less favourable, it does not affect the outcome of the site selection
process as Rarotonga Mount Smart is still the most plausible option.

•

Reduces congestion and provides safer spaces for pedestrians

•

There is now a direct relationship between the stadium and the
proposed location of a new train station

•

Due to the size of the expanded site, it is plausible to suggest that
the development takes place in different stages. This will specifically
maximise the potential of the landmark architecture and help the
urban environment to grow at a more realistic pace.

Furthermore, urban design theories of Kevin Lynch and Gordon Cullen
have shown there is a complete disconnect between the site and its urban
environment. There is no visual connection between the architecture and
its surroundings as seen in the serial vision drawings, and the analysis of
paths and public transport shows a lack of accessibility and permeability.
These issues cannot be solved through the incorporation of different
programmes alone.
An expansion of the existing site is being proposed as a solution to the
issues encountered. The site will be expanded to the boundaries of the
block which gives a total site area of 490,540m2. The benefits of this
decision are:

Further justification for this decision can be seen in the district diagrams
and programme analysis. The entire surrounding area is made up of
industrial buildings which offer little interaction to the urban environment.
Most of which operate in the same sectors. Roughly 48% of existing
buildings within the expanded site are building and construction
warehouses. Additionally, roughly 23% of the remaining buildings are in
the automotive sector. This is standard for an industrial district, meaning
these buildings are clearly not essential to the site or Penrose.
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Figure 89 - Site Expansion (Image by Author)
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7. Master Planning
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7.1 Axis of Movement
Existing
An axis of movement has been created using information from the site
analysis diagrams to help with the master planning phase of design. This
diagram tells us the general flow of movement through and around the
site and will help to identify where interventions should be made.
The axis of movement through the site runs from the main entrance on
Maurice Road to the back entrance on O’Rorke Road. When entering
from Maurice Road, important points along the axis are gates A and B,
two major points of access to the stadium. As previously mentioned,
people using public transport to travel to the site are forced through the
back entrance of the site along with members cars. They travel along
this axis and eventually arrive at the two gates as well. This is the only
axis through the site as the rest of the movement is multi-directional and
not largely concentrated to one or more points.
The remaining axes surround the site, all extending from Church Street.
This is unsurprising given it is a main road through Penrose and provides
the best connection to East and South Auckland. There is an axis up
Beasley Avenue as it is the only other access point to the site. It feels
isolated with the existing site conditions so forming a new connection
could be beneficial to better control the movement and accessibility of
the site.
New
The decision to expand the site allows for more freedom when trying
to increase interaction through accessibility and permeability. The
most notable addition is the axis running from the top of the site to
the stadium. This will be the axis of movement from the proposed train
station. Furthermore, altering the initial site axis to run right through the
stadium will help to control the movement of people easier. It opens the

opportunity to create a grand entrance and to link the Beasley Avenue
axis with a connection from O’Rorke Road. One more axis can be made
above the athletics field to better connect O’Rorke Road with the rest
of the site.
In comparison with the existing site, there are now two main axes of
movement that run straight to the stadium itself. The accessibility and
permeability have already been increased and planning the programmes
along these axes will ensure there is a form of functional relationship
between them.
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Existing

Figure 90 - Existing Axis of Movement (Image by Author)

New

Figure 91 - New Axis of Movement (Image by Author)
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7.2 Site Districts
From the axes of movement, five distinct districts have been created
within the new site boundaries. These districts will be useful as a starting
point to lay out the master plan. Each district may contain a different
programme, but in some cases, it may be necessary to mix to ensure
maximum potential for interaction is being achieved.
District 1 – The Church Street tree façade and the southern half
of Rarotonga Mount Smart Stadium spatially dominate this district.
However, it still requires some form of intervention to ensure it will be
just as interactive as the other districts.
District 2 – This district encompasses almost all the accessible area from
Maurice Road. It will be important to ensure this space does not go to
waste and that whatever programme fills the district will provide enough
interaction to enhance this connection
District 3 – This is the only district to be defined by four different axes
without any edges to separate them. Furthermore, it contains the entire
connection to Church Street, arguably making it the most important
district. Poor programme choice or design decisions within this district
could majorly affect the success of the project.
District 4 – Most of this district is made up of the athletics track and
field arena. However, it is the only district with a connection to the other
four districts within the site. In this case, these connections should be
prioritized to ensure all programmes work cohesively and maximise
interaction.
District 5 – This district is the most awkward within the site. It is located
the furthest from the stadium and has no connection to Station Road
due to the Onehunga Railway Line. Potential programmes for this district
should prioritize the length of interaction over frequency of interaction
to ensure it can become an interactive part of the site
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Figure 92 - Site Districts (Image by Author)
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7.3 Programme Layout
District 1 – Landmark Architecture
The stadium is functionally the most important part of the site but as
previously mentioned, it is hidden in the urban landscape. Without some
form of obvious physical or visual understanding, is it impossible to have
an identity. Furthermore, the site lacks a connection to the history and
culture of the area. As a result, landmark architecture will be incorporated
into this district. It will seek to form a visual connection with the urban
environment and create a sense of identity for Rarotonga Mount Smart.
The location within this district will be important to consider ensuring it
effectively represents the site and increases its interaction.

The upper floors will consist of educational facilities to provide more
consistent interaction to the district.
District 4 – Sports Complex
The development of the site’s sports facilities would be beneficial within
this district to provide consistent interaction and connect the districts.
Furthermore, this district contains the largest amount of available space
and existing programmes like the sports fields need to be relocated.
This would not be possible to accomplish in the other districts. The land
is also quite flat which is suited to this programme.

District 2 – Sports Complex
It has been identified that Rarotonga Mount Smart needs upgraded
sports facilities to compete with other event venues and increase the
site’s usability. There is potential within this district to incorporate
more sports arenas that can contribute to hosting major events like the
Commonwealth Games, such as an Aquatic Centre and Indoor Arena.
The district borders one of the main axes through the site which will
be the connection between the train station and stadium, while its
opposite border connects to the Maurice road boundary. This makes the
programme choice functionally viable as there will be significant access
to the facilities externally and internally.
District 3 – Sports Education and Commercial
This district is key to the success of the project as it has the only
relationship with Church Street. Regardless of site usage, this path is
frequently busy, therefore it makes sense to incorporate the programme
that will provide a high frequency of interaction. This can be achieved
through the incorporation of commercial architecture on the ground
floors of this district to activate the connection with Church Street.

District 5 – Sports Complex
This district is the furthest from the focal point of the site and as a result,
it is possible that it will not be as interactive as other areas. To combat
this, the programme will provide consistent interaction as opposed to
the high-frequency interaction seen in District 3. A high-performance
training facility will be incorporated for this reason. It will be able to
function privately as space for elite sports teams to train, and outside
of these times, it can be used by the public in conjunction with the new
arenas and fields.
After many iterations, a volumetric layout of the site has been created to
better understand the spatial and functional relationships between the
different programmes and districts. This concept will be further analysed
using Kevin Lynch’s design elements to identify the changes in paths,
edges, nodes, districts, and landmarks.
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Figure 93 - District 1 (Image by Author)

Figure 96 - District 4 (Image by Author)

Figure 94 - District 2 (Image by Author)

Figure 97 - District 5 (Image by Author)

Figure 95 - District 3 (Image by Author)

Figure 98 - Volumetric Layout (Image by Author)
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7.4 Master plan
Paths

Districts

Although the intricate network of minor paths remains within the
stadium, the removal of key edges has led to a more permeable space.
There are now paths connecting to the stadium from every direction
which also seeks to utilize other programmes to enhance the journey. It
will be important to develop the paths in District 2 and District 3 further
as they contain the highest level of interaction. The expansion of the site
has also enabled the possibility to move around the boundaries of the
site and include more points of access.

This design element has been used throughout the master planning
process to successfully identify the most appropriate spaces for each
new programme. As part of this analysis, the districts are studied further
to understand the level of interaction they are providing to the site.
Districts 1 and 2 provide the highest amount of interaction as they
contain highly interactive programmes. Although the stadium may not
be used daily, the landmark architecture ensures there is always a form
of interaction with District 1. Additionally, the programmes in District 2
provide the most frequent usage. The other three districts are accessible
to the public and seek to offer more constant interaction, hence they are
medium interaction districts.

Edges
The edges of the site have been significantly decreased with the
expansion of the site and the addition of the programme. The initial
border of the stadium is retained for safety purposes and the only
other edges relate to site boundaries. Aside from the north boundary,
these edges are simply breaking continuation and do not affect the
accessibility or permeability of the site. Due to the incorporation of many
programmes in such a large site, it is important that they are cohesive
and create functional relationships between each other. This is further
justification for fewer edges and more freedom of movement.
Nodes
The most noticeable aspect of this diagram is the fact that despite an
increase in edges, there are still a considerable number of nodes within
the site. It will be important to identify whether this has a negative impact
on the interaction within the site because it is possible that too many
intersections can cause confusion. The axis of movement diagram will
help determine this. Consideration should also be given to the addition
of different programmes. The existing site did not fully utilize the space
outside of the stadium and the increase in nodes could be a result of a
demand for more paths around the new programmes.

Landmarks
Aside from the obvious addition of landmark architecture into the
site, the site now contains more landmarks relating to function and
importance. They are also spread out around the site which ensures
there is a relationship between the site and the urban environment on
every boundary. Depending on the final design outcome, some of these
landmarks have the potential to increase the visual interaction with the
site as well, further contributing to the aims of the project.
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Figure 99 - Paths Master Plan (Image by Author)
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Figure 102 - Districts Master Plan (Image by Author)
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Figure 100 - Edges Master Plan (Image by Author)
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Figure 103 - Landmarks Master Plan (Image by Author)
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Figure 101 - Nodes Master Plan (Image by Author)
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7.5 Phases of Development
After completing a volumetric layout of the master plan, further analysis
was able to be completed to understand how the selected site has
transformed through the research and design process. The design
element of districts was especially helpful throughout this section
as it provided a deeper understanding of the site and enabled more
informed design decisions.
In previous sections of the project, it has been noted that it may be
necessary to stage the design in different phases due to the theoretical
scale of intervention proposed. Before confirming this approach,
the master planning section was completed to provide analysis of
conceptual design decisions. This was important as it added substance
to the project, allowing an understanding of how much space is being
occupied and how much programme is being incorporated. From this,
it is evident that an intervention of this size occurring immediately is
unrealistic and an adjustment of approach is needed. The new phases of
development will be organized around the five districts within Rarotonga
Mount Smart. It is important to understand that with an adjustment of
approach, the incorporation of the programme is not the only aspect of
the project affected. The proposed site expansion will also be included
as part of the phases of development.

Phase 1 – Partial District 1 and District 3 – 2025
Due to the height restrictions on the site, the development of District 1
during this phase will be partial. The grand entrance and other changes
like the removal of the temporary South Stand will be completed,
however, the construction of a landmark will be delayed until after
the completion of the second Auckland Airport runway to ensure the
programme is not significantly limited. The development of District
3 during the primary phase is a logical decision as it will create an
immediate increase in interaction to the site and the urban environment.
This ensures the project is aim is being achieved from the offset. The
time frame for this phase is five years.
Phase 2 – Remaining District 1 and District 2 – 2035
The next phase of design development will take place within the following
ten years. It will include the completion of the landmark architecture in
District 1 and the addition of the Aquatic Centre and Indoor Arena in
District 2. While District 2 is fully accessible from Maurice Road, there is
potential during this phase to begin the development of the new train
station along the Station Road site boundary. This phase will ensure that
better connections are being created with the urban environment and
more interactive programmes are being added.
Phase 3 – District 4 and District 5 - 2040
This phase of development includes the addition of more sports facilities
to service the site and the urban environment. They aim to enhance the
existing programmes of Rarotonga Mount Smart and provide constant
interaction to the project. This section does not require as much time as
the development is more landscape orientated. This phase will also see
the completion of the new train station if it is incomplete by the end of
phase two.
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Phase 1 - 2025

Phase 2 - 2035
Figure 104 - Phase 1 (Image by Author)

Figure 106 - Phase 3 (Image by Author)

Phase 3 - 2040
Figure 105 - Phase 2 (Image by Author)
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8. Architectural Elements
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8.1 Design Style
It is important for the project to represent the history and culture of the
site and its urban environment. There is nothing worse than a project
that does not belong, especially of this scale. To ensure this does not
happen, a design style will be created that is consistently seen throughout
the architectural elements of the project. It is evident that the land has
cultural significance, but due to the industrial development of Penrose,
this has been lost along the way. The Maori were the first settlers to
occupy Rarotonga and the surrounding areas, but after the European
settlers arrived, they were forced away. The Maori story of creation
is interesting, and it could help to establish a meaningful connection
between the architecture and the culture. It also has the potential to
create an attractive design to further add to the site’s identity.
To summarize, Ranginui (sky) and Papatuanuku (earth) were Maori gods
who existed together in nothingness. Their children were born between
them and eventually decided to force them apart to bring light into
the world.120 The aspects of earth, sky and nothingness will be used
in the design style. Materiality will be a key factor in creating a proper
representation of these aspects. Earth-like materials such as concrete
and brick can be used to represent Papatuanuku, while lighter materials,
in weight and colour, could represent Ranginui. To capture the aspect
of nothingness, the earth and sky will be forced apart to create a void
in between. This style would be most suited to architectural elements
that contain more than one programme, such as district three with
commercial and education.

Figure 107 - Maori Story of Creation (Image Author Unknown)
120.

Te Ahukaramu Charles Royal, “Maori creation traditions,” Te Ara – the Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
published February 8, 2005, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/maori-creation-traditions/print.
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Ranginui

Ranginui

Papatuanuku

Papatuanuku

Figure 108 - Diagram of how the Maori story of creation can be interpreted architecturally (Image by Author)
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8.2 Facade
There is considerable potential here for a relationship between the
façade of the architecture, and the façade of trees along Church Street.
Not only would it create a stronger visual and spiritual relationship with
the site, but it could also change the atmosphere of the area. Due to
the site’s location, green spaces are hard to come by, and the façade
of native trees is one of the only noticeable green areas in the suburb,
making it even more important. Within this façade, there are numerous
different species of native trees, however, the most predominant is the
Pohutukawa121.
A pattern has been made and it is influenced by the Pohutukawa and
one of the serial drawings that was made for the site analysis stage of
the project. The pattern represents how it looks while walking through
the trees, both in terms of the branches and trunks, as well as the light
entering in between.
Although the pattern creates an interesting lighting effect, its purpose
is not to be used as a sun shading device. Its purpose is to create a
relationship with the existing nature on site and give the effect of
a continuous façade of trees, specifically along the Church Street
boundary. This will further add to the identity of the site.

121.

Figure 109 - Clearing under the Pohutukawas (Image by Author)

Honour the Maunga, “Mt Smart / Rarotonga: A Brief History.”
Figure 110 - Serial Vision Trees (Image by Author)
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Figure 111 - Tree Pattern (Image by Author)
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8.3 Street Elevations

Figure 112 - South Elevation (Image by Author)
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Figure 113 - West Elevation (Image by Author)
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Figure 114 - North Elevation (Image by Author)
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Figure 115 - East Elevation (Image by Author)
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8.4 Cross-Sections

Figure 116 - Section East to West (Image by Author)
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Figure 117 - Section South to North (Image by Author)
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8.5 Key Elements
Two elements of the master plan have been selected to go into further
detail to help understand more of the design decisions that were made.
These are:
1. Landmark
2. Sports Education and Commercial Complex
The reason these two elements have been selected is because they
provide the most interaction to the site. The Landmark is responsible for
most of the visual interaction, and the Sports Education and Commercial
Complex is responsible for the high frequency interaction that the site
experiences. For this section, the Landmark will focus on its visual
qualities and discuss the process of design development, whereas the
plans of the Sports Education and Commercial Complex will be shown
to convey the layout of the programme and how it interacts with its
immediate environment.

Landmark
The location of the landmark was a difficult decision as there were two
potential locations that could have led to a successful design outcome
– the North and South banks of the stadium. After the removal of the
temporary South Stand, the banks were to be used as additional seating
to improve the adaptability of the stadium during events. However, with
the idea for the landmark to represent the former volcano, it only made
sense to incorporate the architecture into what remains of it. The South
Bank was ultimately selected as its final location for two main reasons:
1. In the context of the stadium, the South Bank faces the sun. If this
were the primary location for additional seating, it would not create
an enjoyable experience during afternoon and evening events. By
placing the landmark on this bank, it allows spectators to occupy the
North Bank, facing away from the sun.
2. Due to the façade of trees along the southern boundary of the
site, the landmark would be difficult to see while moving along
Church Street. Since the purpose of the landmark is to provide
visual interaction to the urban environment, this situation is not
acceptable. However, its location on the South Bank provides the
best possible visibility.
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The conceptual phase for the landmark began with the idea of an
“explosion” towards the top of the tower to reference the volcano.
The only form of “explosion” that would be possible though is an
explosion of light. However, due to some of the building restrictions, its
classification as a light tower is required otherwise a change in location
would be needed. This was not a big issue as a light tower was the
most likely outcome. Furthermore, the light gives it the ability to ensure
visual interaction is always being achieved during the day and night.
An extra function to the landmark had been considered to incorporate
physical interaction such as a look-out, however, it is unclear whether it
was still possible due to the building restrictions and therefore the idea
was abandoned.
Previous iterations of the design capped the height of the landmark at
86m high to reference the height of Rarotonga. Although it provided
a good connection to the history and culture of the site, the landmark
was missing out on potentially 70m of visual interaction. Instead, the
landmark will be marked at 86m to ensure the connection remains.

Figure 118 - Initial concepts for the Landmark (Image by Author)

The concept design also failed to suitably reference the other
surrounding volcanoes. After revisiting the site analysis, the shape of the
landmark diagram popped out and was used to influence the outcome.
The diagram creates four connections between Maungakiekie/One Tree
Hill, Maungarei/Mount Wellington, Mangere Mountain, and Otahuhu/
Mount Richmond and the shape essentially points towards each volcano.
This was used to form the landmark and the peaks of the four corners
correspond to the heights of the volcanoes they point to.

Figure 119 - Influence of the Landmark diagram (Image by Author)
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Figure 120 - Core of the Landmark (Image by Author)

Figure 122 - Base of the Landmark (Image by Author)

Figure 121 - “Explosion” of light (Image by Author)
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Sports Education and Commercial Complex
These programmes have the most potential for interaction due to their
location on the Church Street boundary of the site. The commercial
programme is located on the ground floors of the district and provides
space with an extremely high level of physical interaction. It is important
in this case that the programme is easily accessible from the street to
maximise the chance of interaction occurring. The educational facilities
are located on the upper floors and provide the constant interaction to
the space. Commercial programmes peak during certain times of the
day so incorporating the constant interaction ensures these spaces will
always be in use.
With the new path along the axis of movement, there is also potential
for these programmes to be more accessible from within the site.
Furthermore, the distance between Beasley Ave and O’Rorke Road
is roughly 400m so there needs to be a way for pedestrians to move
comfortably through the district. As a result, the complex has been
designed to include two main thoroughfares from Church Street through
to the new path within the site.

Figure 123 - Initial concept for high frequency interaction

Figure 124 - Initial concept for constant interaction

Figure 125 - Initial concept for accessibility

(Image by Author)

(Image by Author)

(Image by Author)
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This is the first ground floor of the
complex. Due to the contours of the
district, this floor is almost completely
submerged underground
It contains majority of the hospitality
outlets as well as a mini-mart to service
the people on site as well as the public

Food Court

These spaces are mainly accessible from
Church Street but can also be accessed
from other floors within the complex

Mini-mart

Figure 126 - Ground Floor Plan for Sports Education and Commercial Complex (Image by Author)
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The second ground floor is also
underground and since the first floor is
mostly double height, this floor does not
occupy much space.
It is used as an addition to the food court
to add more outlets .
This gives a total of 28 food outlets within
the complex, as well as 1 mini-mart.

Food Court

Figure 127 - Second Ground Floor Plan for Sports Education and Commercial Complex (Image by Author)
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This is the first floor of the complex which
includes majority of the retail outlets.
There are 20 small outlets within the
complex and 6 warehouse sized outlets
that are accessible from the outside.
The warehouse sized outlets would be
occupied by larger sports companies
such as Nike, Adidas, and Puma.
On the left of the plan is also the first
floor of the sports bar. This is in the ideal
location for easy access to the site or to
watch events as part of a fan zone.

Retail
Sports Bar

Retail

Figure 128 - First Floor Plan for Sports Education and Commercial Complex (Image by Author)
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The first floor filled with retail outlets is
double height, so again, this space is not
occupied other than by access ways.
The second level of the sports bar is
shown on the left which provides plenty
of space for fans to interact with each
other and create an enjoyable experience
outside of watching the event live.

Sports Bar

Figure 129 - Second Floor Plan for Sports Education and Commercial Complex (Image by Author)
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This
floor
plan
describes
the
“nothingness” as outlined in the design
style section.
It is essentially where both programmes
are separated to create a void. It is the
separation between high frequency
interaction and constant interaction.

Figure 130 - “Nothingness” Plan for Sports Education and Commercial Complex (Image by Author)
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This is the third floor of the complex and
the first floor of the educational facilities.
There are classrooms on either side of
the complex as well as study spaces
throughout.
Two large lecture halls are located in the
middle of the plan and they are capable
of accommodating more than 200
people each

Lecture Halls

Study

Offices for lecturers, professors, and
researchers are located at the bottom
left of this plan.
Classrooms

Study

Offices

Classrooms

Study

Figure 131 - Third Floor Plan for Sports Education and Commercial Complex (Image by Author)
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This plan is similar to the first floor of
education as it is mainly to provide
sufficient facilities to the students
This gives a total of 40 classrooms, 2
lecture halls, and 6 large study spaces.
As well as offices and bathrooms.

Study

Classrooms

Study

Offices

Classrooms

Study

Figure 132 - Forth Floor Plan for Sports Education and Commercial Complex (Image by Author)
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8.6 Serial Vision
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Figure 133 - Serial Vision Map (Image by Author)
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1. Church Street: This serial vision drawing showcases the entrance to
the sports education and commercial complex when travelling towards
Onehunga along Church Road. This is a very common route so it will
generally be one of the first impressions of the site. The drawing also does
well to capture the facade and demonstrate its resemblance to a facade
of trees.

Figure 134 - Serial Vision Church Street (Image by Author)

2. Church Street: This is one of the first opportunities to see the landmark
as it was previously obstructed by the architecture. It quite clearly emerges
from the tree tops and imposes itself on the urban landscape. There is
also now a barrier between the road and pavement to ensure the safety
of pedestrians.

Figure 135 - Serial Vision Church Street (Image by Author)
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3. Beasley Avenue: Not much has changed along this pathway aside
from the development of the sports education and commercial complex.
This however, does not change the paths relationship with the facade of
trees. The opening to the athletics track is refreshing since previously the
approach was towards a fence

Figure 136 - Serial Vision Beasley Avenue (Image by Author)

4. O’Rorke Road Entrance: This is the view standing from the O’Rorke Road
entrance to the site. This path was developed by the axis of movement is
section 7 of the project. The approach to the back of the stadium does not
change much, but there are now interactive programs along the way to
enhance the experience

Figure 137 - Serial Vision O’Rorke Road Entrance (Image by Author)
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5. Second O’Rorke Road Entrance: This entrance is located further north
on the site than the previous drawing and demonstrates the approach
past the fields towards the offices and Aquatic Centre. This is not such a
common access point on the site but it will be used frequently while the
fields are in use.

Figure 138 - Serial Vision Second O’Rorke Road Entrance (Image by Author)

6. Approach from Train Station: The drawing shows the approach towards
the stadium from the newly developed train station along station road.
The path aligns with the landmark as if it is guiding the spectators towards
it. This path passes the fields on the left and the Indoor Arena and Aquatic
Centre on the right.

Figure 139 - Serial Vision Approach From Train Station (Image by Author)
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7. Maurice Road: This is now the grand entrance to the stadium itself. The
fencing has been removed on the side of the road to open this space up
and allow spectators to move freely towards their destination. From this
approach, it is clear to the viewer that the landmark is significant as it
towers above the rest of the stadium.

Figure 140 - Serial Vision Maurice Road (Image by Author)

8. Rarotonga Mount Smart: This is the main view of the landmark while
standing on the opposite bank. It is a complete contrast compared to the
temporary South Stand that was once in its place. The stadium grandstands
also frame the landmark to emphasise its importance even more.

Figure 141 - Serial Vision Rarotonga Mount Smart (Image by Author)
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8.7 Master Plan

Figure 142 - Final Master Plan (Image by Author)
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8.71 Paths
Due to the development of the plan, the paths of the site have slightly
changed. The paths that run along the axis of movement have now
become major paths for the site. They connect the urban environment
to the stadium in a more accessible and permeable way, while also
creating relationships between the different programmes on site. As
a result, there are much fewer minor paths within the site. This is not
necessarily negative either, as it means the space is more organized
and fluent.

Figure 143 - Paths Final Master Plan (Image by Author)
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8.72 Edges
The only man-made edges remaining in the area are the roads
surrounding the site, the railroad, and the entrances into the stadium.
This is to be expected as the site will always be a break in continuity
from the industrial surrounding area, and the stadium is required to have
some form of security. The addition of more nature into the landscape
has created more natural edges within the site. The are not all barriers
as such but it further helps to direct people along the main paths. It
is important to note that the nature added along Station Road is to
somewhat replicate the façade of trees along Church Street. Due to the
man-made edge of the railroad, this boundary can only be crossed at
its edges. Leaving this space empty would create a disconnect between
the site and its urban environment because people would be able to see
the programmes with no way or indication of accessing them.

Figure 144 - Edges Final Master Plan (Image by Author)
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8.73 Nodes
The development of paths and edges within the site has produced
a significant number of extra nodes. The diagram suggests that the
spaces look confusing and busy, however, this is not the case as majority
of the nodes follow the axes of movements. These nodes have mostly
transformed into points of the site where programmes meet or can
be accessed. It is also important to note that despite an increase in
natural edges within the site, the number of crossings has not changed
drastically. This suggests that the movement through the site has not
been significantly impacted.

Figure 145 - Nodes Final Master Plan (Image by Author)
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8.74 Districts
Due to the incorporation of the programme, the outlines of the districts
within the site have slightly changed. Specifically, the boundary between
District 4 and District 5. This has a small impact of the proposed phases
of developments. As District 5 only contains the High-Performance
Training Facility and the new Train Station, it is highly likely that Phase 3
will take less than the initial 5-year period.
This diagram also displays the level of interaction within the site. The
darkest orange represents the highest level of interaction which can
be found in the stadium, landmark architecture, and the commercial
and education hub. The sports facilities around the rest of the site are
incorporated to provide constant interaction which equates to a medium
level of interaction. The middle of the site features a programme with
a low level of interaction. This is the office building for all the sports
organisations related to Rarotonga Mount Smart, as well as the incident
control point.

Figure 146 - Districts Final Master Plan (Image by Author)
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8.75 Landmarks
Through the development of the master plan, no new landmarks have
been added to the site. To do so would be to incorporate even more
programmes. Although the landmark status of most of them relate to
their function, it is possible that they also become visual landmarks as
well through the incorporation of the design style. The purpose-built
landmark architecture remains the most prominent feature of the site
and always provides visual interaction with the urban environment. The
transformation of the landmark to a light tower further increases the
visual interaction as it will now be a beacon during the night.

Figure 147 - Landmarks Final Master Plan (Image by Author)
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8.76 Public Transport
While most of the existing bus stops remain in the urban environment,
there is a new designated area for special event buses. Its location will
be along Maurice Road in front of the grand entrance to the stadium.
If the existing transport access remained on the new mater plan, most
people would still access the site along O’Rorke Road. Even with the
new train stop, there would be less arrivals through the grand entrance.
By redirecting the buses to this entrance, it ensures the grand entrance
can fulfil its purpose.
The connection between the new train station along the Onehunga Line
leads straight to Gate B. this path is pedestrian safe as there are no edges
to cross. Furthermore, pedestrians are not forced through the back gates
of the stadium, and instead have a much more pleasant approach. The
station significantly increases the accessibility and permeability of the
site and acts as an anchor of one of the main axes of movement.

Figure 148 - Public Transport Final Master Plan (Image by Author)
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9. Final Considerations
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The aim of the research project was to increase the amount of interaction
with an existing stadium and its urban environment to transform it from
lifeless to lively. Throughout the project, the keyword of interaction was
split into subcategories to better understand how the aims of the project
were being achieved. These were accessibility, adaptability, legibility,
permeability, and usability.
New entrances to the site and the redevelopment of public transport
connections drastically increased the accessibility and permeability
of the site. Prior to this, one of the main approaches to the stadium
required all members and public transport to enter through the same
narrow driveway. Now there is a new train station linked to the stadium
and more open and pedestrian-friendly approaches. The addition of a
landmark to create an identity for the site also increased its legibility.
People can visually interact with Rarotonga Mount Smart from outside
the site which was previously not possible. The usability of the site
was enhanced due to the incorporation of new programmes such as
education and commercial, as well as the redevelopment of the sports
facilities. There is a variety of uses for the site which only increases the
potential for interaction further. The programmes were also selected
carefully to ensure there was a mix between high frequency interaction
and constant interaction. This ensured that there will always be some
form of interaction with the site. Furthermore, these new programmes
helped to increase the adaptability of the project as the site can
accommodate a range of major events.
Although the site selection process was a crucial stage of the project,
the decision to use Rarotonga Mount Smart was obvious. It had more
favourable unitary plan restrictions and a large site with a good amount
of available space. Of the final two options, it was also the least
developed and was unlikely to be affected by any future developments.
This allowed the project to be based on its own merits, rather than
external factors potentially playing a role in its success.

The use of Kevin Lynch and Gordon Cullen’s design theories were helpful
to the project as they allowed for a complete and thorough analysis
of the site. They were also able to be used throughout other stages
of the project to further analyse design decisions and identify areas of
improvement. Even now they are still useful to the project to compare
the existing site with the design outcome and determine whether the
project has successfully become more interactive.
The biggest challenge for the project was the inability to visit the site
often due to covid-19. Rarotonga Mount Smart is the home ground for the
Vodafone Warriors and due to health and safety restrictions, they moved
to Australia and played the rest of the NRL season there. This meant that
for the duration of the project, the venue was not experienced during
an event. This was particularly frustrating when faced with the question
“what happens before and after the event?” Assumptions can be made
given the location and accessibility of the site, but nevertheless, they are
still assumptions.
If this project were to be completed again, the only reconsideration would
be the scale of the project. Although the project successfully achieved
its aims, it did so in less detail than initially expected. Due to the amount
of different programmes and buildings, it is almost impossible to give
every detail enough attention as it needs, and as a result there are parts
of the outcome that are less developed.
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